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This report describes the results of a series of thermal evaluation
tests of the Gemini extravehicular space suit. These tests 3 identified as
Gemini Bravo series, were conducted by LTVAstronautics for the NASAManned
Spacecraft Center at the LTV Astronautics facility in Dallas, Texas. Gemini
Bravo is the third test series in a space suit thermal evaluation program
being conducted by LTV Astronautics under Contract NAS9-3_14. Mr. J. C.
Poradek of the NASA-NBCSystems Test Branch is the technical monitor for
this contract.
The Gemini Bravo tests were conducted in accordance with LTV
Astronautics Report No. 00.616 "Test Plan-Thermal Tests of a Gemini Extra-
vehicular Space Suit - Test Series Gemini Bravo." The tests were performed
in the LTV SpaceEnvironment Simulator during the period from 4 _y 1965
through 17 _Y 1965.
This report is contained in two volumes: Volume I "Thermal
Performance Tests of a Gemini Extravehicular Space Suit - Gemini Bravo
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The Gemini Bravo series of space suit tests was one of three series
of extravehicular suit tests that have been performed by LTVAstronautics as
part of an overall extravehicular crew equipment test program. The program
is being conducted for the NASA-_SC by LTVAstronautics under contract
NAS 9-3414. The overall objective of the Gemini Bravo tests was to evaluate
the adequacy of the present Gemini extravehicular suit design for performing
early extravehicular experiments. Specific test objectives were to determine
the following:
(i) Suit temperature profiles throughout the suit and helmet
during environmental extremes and simulated earth orbital
conditions.
(2) Internal suit temperature extremes and evidences of heat
shorts.
(3) Net suit heat gain or loss as a function of the environmental
heat load and position.
(4) Net heat gain or loss through the visor and effectiveness
of the sunshade.
(5) Effects of suit contact with spacecraft surfaces.
(6) Suit pressures and ventilation gas leakage in earth orbit
environmental extremes.
(7) Feasibility of wearing an intervehicular suit inside the
spacecraft while the hatches are open.
The Gemini suit tested was a G-2C suit modified to the configura-
tion of the extravehicular suit (integrated thermal and micrometeoroid
protective materials). The helmet was uninuslated and fitted with a sun-
shade which lowers over the helmet visor. The helmet visor was coated on
the exterior surface with a low emittance coating to help maintain the visor
above fogging temperatures. Suit insulation extends to the soles of the
boots and insulated gloves were provided. The 25-foot Gemini extravehicular
umbilical (which supplies oxygen, power and communication lines) was used
during simulated orbits. The suit was worn by a 15th percentile size thermal
dummy throughout the tests.
The tests were performed in the LTV Space Environment Simulator
(SES). The SES is a lO-foot diameter horizontal test chamber capable of
simulating thevacuum and thermal environments of space. Orbit environments
were simulated by the SES facilities and by special test equipment. Vacuum,
heat sink and solar radiation were provided by the SES. Special test equip-
ment was designed and installed to provide:
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(1) Mounting and movementsof the suit.
(2) Simulated earth emission and albedo energy.
(3) Simulated spacecraft surfaces.
(4) Spacecraft cabin/openhatch mock-up.
The test series consisted of seven days of testing during the
period of 4 Maythrough 17 May 1965. The tests performed are summarized
below:
(i) Cold soak of the suit to steady state temperatures:
• with and without simulated metabolic heat
• without sunshade
(2) Soak to steady state in the maximum flux environment of
earth orbit:
• facing the sun and back to the sun
• with and without sunshade down
• with visor insulated
(3) Simulated egress and three revolutions about earth orbit
. with and without sunshade down
• gas supplied directly and gas supplied through umbilical
(h) Simulated kneeling and lying on hot and cold spacecraft
surfaces (under 1 "g" weight)
(5) Simulation of intervehicular suit inside spacecraft with
hatches open
• sun shining in
• suit viewing out to cold space
The combinations of test conditions and specimen configurations were selected
to provide the data required to meet test objectives.
The test results indicate that the outer surfaces of the suit reached
nearly +200°F and down to -170°F at the hot and cold extremes of the test
environment. The suit net neat leakage was always out of the suit. The
total or net heat leaks ranged from 34 BTU/hr under maximum environmental
flux conditions (80 BTU/hr with the sunshade) to 354 BTU/hr during a cold
soak with the bare visor. The equivalent overall conductance was computed to
be 0.132 BTU/hr-ft 2 OF for high heat loads andO.0736 BTU/hr-ft 2 for cold soak
conditions. Analysis of the data indicates that the sunshade effectively
blocks the sun's thernml radiation from the helmet area.
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Data analysis indicates that all areas inside the suit will
probably be comfortable. The comfort layer was within about lO°F of skin
temperature under all conditions except underneath the paraharness, neck-
ring 3 and wrist disconnect. The paraharness apparently increases local
heat leaks by compressing the insulation. The comfort lay_r in th_s_
areas is about lO-15OF colder than in other areas. The neckring and wrist
disconnects penetrate the suit and r_y becomecolder than 60OF.
Contact with hot and cold spacecraft did not produce any "hot" or
"cold" spots on the dummyor any signs of significant heat shorts. With the
intervehicular suit facing deep space through a simulated open hatch and with
metabolic heat simulation the net suit heat leakage was over 400 BTU/hr "out".
Whenthe intervehicular suit was exposed through the "hatch" to solar radia-
tion, heat leaks into the suit were over 20 BTU/hr-ft 2 on the front of the
suit.
The nominal suit pressure was 3.7 psia with an average pressure drop
of 0.09 psi. Suit gas leakage was about 50 SCC/minthroughout these experi-
ments.
2.0 INYRODUCTION
Extravehicular operations are vital to mannedspace programs.
Planned extravehicular operations include vital tasks such as vehicle-to-
vehicle transfers and orbital assembly and NBintenance. As the duration
and complexity of extravehicular operations increase, the performance of
extravehicular crew equipment becomesmoreand more critical. Perhaps
the most critical piece of crew equipment is the extravehicular space
suit. It is required to perform all the functions of an intervehicular
suit plus provide an astronaut comfort and protection from the environments
of space as he performs tasks outside the spacecraft. The first suit that
will be required to meet this test is the Gemini extravehicular suit.
LTV Astronautics is presently engagedin a comprehensive unmanned
program to evaluate extravehicular space crew equipment. The program is
being performed for the NASA_nned Spacecraft Center under Contract
NAS9-3414. This report describes the results of a series of evaluation
tests performed on the Gemini extravehicular suit as part of that progr_2.
The tests are identified as the "Gemini Bravo" series of tests and were
designed to evaluate the adequacy of the Gemini suit for performing extra-
vehicular experiments. This series of tests subjected the suit to realistic
simulation of earth orbits and steady state tests at the orbital extremes.
The objectives of the tests were to evaluate comfort, materials performance
and the design of the suit's thermal protection. The test program included
vacuum-thermal qualification of the Gemini extravehicular umbilical. The
last test in the Bravo series investigated the feasibility of wearing an
intervehicular suit inside the Gemini spacecraft while the hatches are
open.




The primary objective of the Gemini Bravo Test Series was to
evaluate the thermal performance and design adequacy of the Gemini extra-
vehicular space suit in a simulated near-earth orbit environment. The
specific test objectives were to experimentally determine the following:
i. Suit ten_eratures as a function of time, environment and
suit orientation.
2. Suit net heat gain or loss as a function of time# environment
and suit orientation.
3. Net heat gain or loss through the suit visor.
4. Effect of suit contact in the l_ueeling or prone position
with hot or cold surfaces.
5. Suit pressures and ventilation gas leakage as functions of
time and environment.
6. Effects of exposing intervehicular suits through open
spacecraft hatches.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF TEST ARTICLE
The test article for the Gemini Bravo suit tests was a modified
G-2C Gemini extravehicular suit. The suit and accessories were identified
by the following models, part numbers (P/N) and serial numbers (S/N):
Pressure Garment NASA _ _ _
P/N XS-977A, S/N 130
Thermal Cover P/N GPCL-2C-30A, S/N 130
Helmet NASA GH-4C, P/N }0\-1725,
s/N 400





(used during Day 7
tests)
NASA GCL-2C-17,
P/N ACS 1018, S/N 117
The extravehicular configuration of the suit (Test Days i through
6) is shown installed in the SES on Figure 1 . It consists of a basic pres-
sure garment with integral thermal and micrometeoroid protective _aterials.
A typical section through the insulated areas of the suit is shown on Figure
2 . The helmet is uninsulated and the pressure visor has a low emittance
coating applied to the external surface. A sunshad_ which fits over the
F'=:C.=_I\!














































pressure visor was not available at the time of these tests. Instead,
sunshade material samples were used to construct a mocked-up sunshade over
the helmet (Figure 3).
The suit was worn over a thermal dummy throughout the tests.
The dummy is described in paragraph 3.3.2.1. The dummy wore a constant
wear garment (underwear) and was instrumented with thermocouples as de-
scribed in paragraph 3.4.1. The left hand of the dummy and the suit's
left glove were removed to provide for a special instrumentation feed-
through fitted to the left wrist disconnect.
On the seventh test day, the extravehicular cover of the suit
was removed and the intervehicular cover installed. This change was
accomplished with the aid of a representative of the David Clark Company.
A thermal-vacuum test of the Gemini extravehicular umbilical
was performed concurrently with the Gemini Bravo suit tests. The 25-foot
umbilical _as installed in the SES separate from the suit except during
Test Day 5. During that test day the suit's ventilation gas, nitrogen,
was supplied through the umbilical and T-fitting adapters. During the
other test days oxygen was used as the coolant gas and was supplied through
insulated lines furnished by LTV.
3.3 TEST EQUIPMENT
3.3.1 TEST FACILITY
The Gemini Bravo test series was conducted in the LTV Space Environ-
ment Simulator (SES) shown in Figure 4 . The SES test chamber is a horizontal
cylinder with a clear working space ten feet in diameter by ten feet long.
The SES provides simulated solar radiation and the vacuum and cold conditions
of deep space. Other simulations suchas earth emitted and reflected energy
are provided by the specially designed and constructed equipment described
in Section 3.3.2.
SES vacuum is provided by three 32-inch diffusion pumps backed by
a diffusion ejector pump and mechanical pump. The cold trap for the diffusion
pumps is cooled by liquid nitrogen and also serves as a section of the cryowall.
The ultimate vacuum capability of the SES is a pressure of less than 10-7 mm
Hg. During these tests the chamber pressure was maintained at approximately
3 x 10-5 mmHg. This was the minimum pressure attainable with normal suit and
gas supply system leakage into the chamber.
The heat sink conditions of space are simulated by a liquid nitrogen
cooled, multifinned aluminum shroud covering the entire inner surface of the
chamber except for the solar simulation entrance ports and viewing ports.
The total uncooledwall area represented by these ports is less than 5% of
lO
FIGURE 3 TEST SETUP FOR DAY 5 - SUNSHADE MOCKUP AND UMBILICAL INSTALLED 
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the total shroud area. The inner surface of the shroud is finished with
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company series lOiC-lO Black Velvet paint
which has an absorptivity of approximately 0.98 in the solar spectrum.
Simulated solar radiation is supplied by twenty 2500 watt Mercury-
Xenon high pressure DC arc lamps mounted outside the chamber and focused
through q_artz ports such that the mean flux over a slx-foot plane near the
center of the chamber is nearly uniform. The flux at the test plane is
controllable over the range from 285 to 445 BTU/hr-ft 2. Power is supplied
to the solar simulator lamps by a regulated power supply capable of limiting
power fluctuations to +l_ of the operating level.
The spectral distribution of flux from the SES solar simulator
lamps is typical of Mercury-Xenon arc lamps. The spectral distribution of
the lamps as installed has been measured and the results are reported in
Reference 1. Table I is a tabulation of the measurements obtained. The
method used during the tests described in this report to compensate for the
differences in the SES solar simulator spectrum and that of the sun is
discussed in Section 3.6.1. The measured flux distribution at the test
plane in the SES is shown in Figure 5 • These measurements were obtained
in a vacuum with a certified thermopile (Eppley Serial No. 5380) and a
special calibration fixture for continuous horizontal scanning •of the test
plane at various positions.
3.3.2 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
3.3.2.1 The_lDumm_
The thermal dun_ny shown on Figures 6 and 7 was installed inside
the suit throughout the Gemini Bravo tests. The purpose of the dummy was to
simulate human occupancy of the suit and to simulate an astronaut's skin tem-
perature and sensible body heat. The dummy was manufactured by the Sierra
Engineering Company of Sierra Madre, California and conforms anthropometrically
to a fifteenth percentile man with a height of 67 inches.
The dummy is constructed as a laminated shell with articulation of
the neck, shoulders, hips, knees and ankles. The shell's conductance approxi-
mates the conductance of human skin (about 7 BTU/hr-ft2"°F) • The make-up of
the laminated shell is as follows:
(a) An outer layer of polyester and fiberglass, in the ratio of
50% each, and O.110 inches thick.
(b) A 0.0312 inch layer of electrolytically deposited copper
which has electrical resistance heater elements bonded
to its inner surface.
(c) An inner layer of polyester and fiberglass 0.050 inches
thick.
Simulated sensible metabolic heat is provided by the electrical
resistance heaters bonded to the copper layer of the shell. Each body
13
TABLE I
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF 2. 9 KVA M_CURY-X_ON
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EXPLOD ED VIEW OF THERMAL DUMMY 
segment has its own heater circuit which can be controlled separately. The
temperature of each body segment is monitored by thermocouples attached to
the segment surfsaes. Body temperatures are controlled by manually regulating
the electrical power to the heater elements.
Total weight of the dummy with heated right hand and feet is 53
pounds. (An instrumentation feed-through was fitted to the left wrist and
the left hand was omitted.) A weight breakdown is presented in Appendix A.
Appendix A also presents a tabulation of the thermal capacity of the dummy
segments. The dummy's total thermal capacity is about ll.4 BTU/lb or approxi-
mately8_that of a human subject.
3.3.2.2 Ear_._thE__misslon and Albedo Simulator
The earth's thermal radiation and reflected solar energy were
simulated by the dish shaped aluminum plate shown on Figures i and 8 .
The simulator was designed to simulate the fluxes incident on a suit in a
near earth orbit. The flux distribution obtained in this test series is
analyzed and compared with simulation objectives in Appendix B. Variances
of test conditions from true orbit conditions are discussed in Section 3.6.2.
The simulator is constructed such that its temperature and, there-
fore, emitted flux are controlled by regulating the power to electrical heaters
mounted on the back side. The power supply was controlled by thermocouples
mounted on the back so that the earth simulator temperature was maintained
at the desired temperature. To increase the response of the control system,
the back of the simulator was painted with a high emittance paint. The front
of the earth simulator is coated with a paint that was specially formulated
to match the solar reflectivity of the earth. This paint (Finch Panit Co.
Cat-a-Lac Thermoflect 463-3-41-TRS-5569) has a total reflectance of 0.32 in
the SES lamp spectrumand a hemispherical emittance of 0.865.
3 •3.2.3 Infrared Lam]_ Bank
Stabilization of suit temperatures to spacecraft cabin conditions
was accomplished by use of an open framework of infrared lamps. On Test Days
1 through 6 the infrared lamp bank shown on Figure 9 was used in conjunction
with the earth simulator to condition suit temperatures prior to orbit simula-
tion. Figure lO shows the test installation for Test Day 7 which employed an
aluminized enclosure in addition to the infrared lamps and earth simulator.
The spacing of the infrared lamps was such that the suit had an essentially
unrestricted view of the cryowall on Test Days 1 through 6. However, Test
DaY 7 required that only the front of the suit should view the cryowall so
as to simulate the spacecraft openhatch condition. This requirement was met
by the specially constructed enclosure shown in Figures lO and ll .
3.3.2.4 Solar Shutter
Rapid "on-off" action of solar flux, such as is required for orbit
simulation, was achieved by use of a solar shutter located outside the chamber.
2O
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The shutter is constructed of vertical_ water-cooled aluminum panels which
are attached to a frame that can be moved horizontally to either block or
unblock the solar simulation entrance ports.
3.3.2.5 Suit Rotation and Hoist Mechanisms
Suit rotation was provided by an electric motor driven pinion and
rack mechanism mounted on an overhead rail. The suit can be rotated through
an angle of approximately ±190o. Figure 12 is a photograph of the rotation
mechanism after removal from the chamber. Electrical heaters are attached
to the motor and supporting structure to maintain the motor operating tem-
perature within acceptable limits.
Raising and lowering of the suit (required for Test Day 6) was
accomplished bY an electric motor driven windlass device (Figure 13 ) mounted
opposite the suit rotation mechanism. Figure 14 is a schematic of the test
installation for Test Day 6 showing the hoist location. The windlass cable
attached to the suit supporting yoke as shown in Figure 9. A solenoid
operated locking device was incorporated into the hoist mechanism to hold the
suit in the desired position; i.e., suspended above the horizontal surface
or kneeling on the surface. The suit was slowly lowered to the prone posi-
tion by releasing the locking device and energizing the electric motor.
3.3.2.6 S_acecraft Surface Contact Simulator
A flat horizontal plate on which the suit could kneel or lie down
was used to evaluate effects of suit contact with spacecraft surfaces. The
3 ft. by 6 ft. horizontal plate was installed underneath the suit as shown
on Figure 9 • It was instrumented with thermocouples which served as tem-
perature control monitors. The surface temperature was controlled by elec-
trical resistance heaters attached to the underside for hot surface conditions
(up to .270°F) and by liquid nitrogen cooling coils also attached to the under-
side for cold surface conditions (-250°F).
The horizontal surface was not installed until the sixth test day.
Prior to that time, a layer of aluminized mylar was draped over the frame as
a reflector to aid the infrared lamps in stabilizing the suit temperatures to
spacecraft cabin conditions preparatory to simulated egress from the cabin.
3.3.2.7 Suit Gas Supply System
The Gemini suit was supplied gas by an open-loop supply system which
is shown diagramatically on Figure 15. The system is the same system used
for earlier tests under this contract. Its functions are to supply gas at
controlled pressure, flowrate and suit inlet temperature and to measure suit
leakage rates. The operation of the system is outlined below.
During pumpdown of the SES, the suit pressure was lowered to 3.7
psia by purging the system as follows (Reference Figure 15).
i. Valves l, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, an_ I0 are closed.

















2. Valve 5 is regulated during pumpdown to maintain a suit
to chamber pressure differential of 3.7 psig.
3. Regulator A is set at 5 psig.
4. After the SES chamber pressure has decreased to lO mm Hg
or less, valve 5 is closed, valve 8 is opened, the vacuum
pump is started and the suit pressure is regulated with
valve 9.
5. The system is allowed to purge for two hours.
During the conduct of an experiment the following procedures were employed
to maintain the suit ventilation gas flow requirement of ll.5 ACFM at 3.7
psia and the desired temperature.
1. Valves 8 and 9 are closed. Valves 2 and 3 are open.
2. Automatic Regulator B is set at 3.7 psia and valve 1 is open.
3. Blower is started and the speed is regulated to give a suit
flow of ll.5 ACFM.
4. Inlet temperature is controlled by regulating valve lO to
control the water flow to the heat exchanger and by re-
gulating the voltage to the line heater.
To measure suit leakage rates, the suit return flow was closed off and the
flow rate required to maintain a suit pressure of 3.7 psia was measured.
This was accomplished by the following procedure.
1. Blower shut-off and valves 2 and 3 closed.
2. Valve 9 regulated to maintain the suit pressure constant at
3.7 psia.
3. After the suit pressure was stabilized at 3.7 psia, suit
leafage was measured with the suit leakage flowmeter (see
Section 3.4.1 for flowmeter description).
4. To restart suit flow after leakage was measured, valve 9
was closed, valves 2 and 3 opened and the blower started.
To return the suit to atmospheric pressure at the end of a test, valves 1
and ll were closed and valve 9regmlated to maintain a suit-to-chamber
pressure of 3.{ psig as the chamber pressure increased.
3.4 INSTRUMENTATION
would:
Instrumentation was selected for the Gemini Bravo tests which
(a) Provide the test data required to make the evaluations and
analysis as stated in the test objectives in paragraph 3.1 •
(b) Determine the degree to which the tests simulated the condi-
tions specified by the test points, and
(c) Monitor progress of the test and facility operation.
This section of the report describes the measurements that were made, data
acquisition equipment, and recording techniques.
3O
3.4.1 SUIT AND THERMAL DUMMY MEASUREMENfS
Temperatures - The Gemini space suit assembly and thermal dummy
were instrumented for temperature measurements on the dummy surface, inside
and outside of the pressure suit, outside of the thermal gar.ment, and on the
helmet. The measurement locations were selected to provide data on suit hot
and cold spots, material performance, thermal dummy temperatures, suit thermal
balance, and the effects of mission and configuration variables.
Figure 16 and Table II present a complete list of the temperature
measurements, thermocouple locations and corresponding recorder channel
numbers. The locations presented in Table II were coordinated with the NASA
contract technical monitor. Table III shows a list of unused thermocouple
channels that were either inoperative or not scheduled.
All temperature measurements were made by copper-constantan thermo-
couples. All thermocouples, except two of the four used for suit gas tempera-
ture measurements, were constructed of forty-gauge wire (0.003 inches diameter)
andbeaded by a resistance welder. Forty-gauge wire was utilized for the
thermocouples in order to minimize the measurement error due to thermal
conduction along the wire to or from the junction.
The thermocouples located on metal surfaces inside the pressure suit
were electrically welded to the metal surface, where possible. Where access of
the welder to the metal surface was restricted, the thermocouples were mounted
with fiberglass tape. Thermocouples located on the dummy surface were secured
by H_miseal cement and those on the comfort layer inside the pressure suit
were secured by fiberglass tape.
The thermocouples located on the restraint net outside of the pres-
sure suit were tied to the net with thread and the bead secured with Humiseal
cement.
The thermocouples located on the exterior surface of the thermal
garment were sewn into the nylon cloth layer and the bead positioned so as to
be in physical contact with the nylon cloth. These thermocouples were painted
with Finch Paint Co. "Cat-a-lac" white paint in order to reduce the error in
the indicated temperature due to differences in the emittance and absorptance
characteristics of the thermocouples and the nylon fabric to which they were
attached.
The gas inlet and outlet temperature thermocouples were mounted in
the inlet and outlet gas lines by Conax thermocouple glands. The thermocouples
located on the helmet were secured by small patches of transparent Scotch
tape.
Pressures - Suit pressures were measured in order to control the
test for operation at suit design pressure and as a matter of record. Suit
inlet pressure _s measured by a pressure transducer (Dynisco Model APT 25-10)





































































FIG_E 16c T___OCOUPI_ LOCATIONS ON ISSI_, _ OF






















FIGURE 16d THEI_OCOUPLEIDCATI0_S (N INSIDE,































































FX_ 16h THEI_OCO_FL_ _ATX(_S (_ _S_,





The code aBbe_ ce_ists ef tke recerds_ channel nwaber
fellW_d by a gre_ ef twe e_ three letters which designate the general
loes_tllm of _dmo _dmrmoonplo. The reeol_Jsr obJmol mmbor is oithor •
three digit ,tuber fer the digital veltmter charnels or a letter "Be
follem_ by • _we digit number fef tke Brown recorder chanMls.
The _oaple location cede is as follows:
(.1) Fi_t Letter - Sarfaao Locations
(a) D - _ nrfaee
(b) I - lulde pressure layer
(c) L.- eutslde ef prelnre er restraint layer
(d) E - exterier surface of thormal cover er helmet
(2) Second Loiter - _wt4m_ Location,
Ca) R - _a
(b) T - torso
(c) ,-arl
(d) Q - g_ove e_ _and
(.) L - _g
(r) F -_oot
(c) v -
(3) Third Letter - P_Itlen on Suit:
(a) F - front
• (b) S - b.ck ,
(c) S-.side
to pa_ _ee fez test time i_leatiea.
k
J





































Gas inlet te_eratere mmb_ one parallel
to Brewn C l
Oas outlet teaperature mmabez me _rallel
to Br_wn C 2
Oas inlet _spera_ro _
as outlet tempertture numbor two
Dumay nose
Dumy right c hee_oone
v_ right J_
right upper arm front.
_m_ r_ght uppar chest front
Du_y left upper arm front
D_ right hip front
left hip front
right f_refingsr tip
Dm_y center head back side
D_ r_ht eh_alder blade
Du_y right center back
left forearm back
Dum_ right for_a back
Inslde v_Jo_ at _ forehoad
Inside visor at _ right ch_kbo_
lui_ helmet at dum_ right Jaw
Inside helot at bailer bar Just left
of latch
Insi_ neekring'front just right of
center
Inside neckring front Just left of
center
Comfort layer, right upper chest near
paraharnsss '
Co_ort layer, u.n_r paraharnsss _ust
forewar_ of armpit. '
Cmfort lays, center left chest at
bioconnector
Ce_f_rt layer, torso sldo of armpit
C_fort layer, lower right chest at gas
co_smct_r



















right foot, on sock





































Helmet pad, helmet side
Comfort layer laZt shoulder at back
Comfort layer right shoulder blade
under paraharness buckle
Comfort layer s_all of back
Comfort layer lower left forearm back
Comfort layer lower right fereara back
C_ert layer seat area between parabarnesses
Comfort layer right hip under paraharoess
Comfort layer left crotch area under para-
_ss back
Comfort layer left leg in crotch area where
legs press together
Comfort layer left thigh back
Celfet_ layer right thigh back
Cenfor_ layer right calf back
Restraiat layer right upper chest
Restraint layer, right upper chest
near parahar hess
Restraint layer left upper chest
near paraharness at NASA insignia
Restraint layer left upper arm front
Restraint layer forward of armpit under
paraharness
Restraint layer in armpit on tor.o
Restraint layer ri_h% elbow fret
Restraining layer center of t_rso Just
left of tie down
Restraint layer _xt bo wrist disconnect
front
Outside of pressure glove back of _and
Outside of _ressure glove tip of fore-
finger
Outside of pressure glove tip of thwab
Outside of pressure glove palm of hand
Restraint layer right hip front
Restraint layer left hip front
Restraint layer right thigh front
Restra_t layer right knae front
Restraint layer left shin fre_t
Restraint layer left upper arm back
Restraint layer right shoulder blade
under paraharness buckle
Restraint layer left forearm back
Restraint layer small ef back near
parah_rr_ss
Restraint layer right forearm back





























"RestrLlnt Layer _ s_t n_r crotch
_d pars_rn_s
RemtraLut la_er _ s_t _ crotch
aed w_der pa_ba_s
Restraint _r left thigh back
RestreJJ_ l_er l_t calf back
_stratnt _ r_ht calf back
_tern_ visor at _oreb_l
wlsor at r_ht cb_kt_n8
be_et at r_ht _e
batl_ bar _t left of latch
helsst d_sco_nect r_
_ut to right si_































upper left c_st front
_e_t upper am fret
r_ht elbov front
c_ter torso Just






right sole c_ shoe




_all of back center
lm_r Hat _ar
l_ft 1_ Ln crotch
t_et_r
z_rt t_m_
_raal t_r_al cover left calf back
Internal s£de c_ s_ wlsor at fore_
External $_de of sun visor at foaw_8_d
Internal helmet at right side at b_l_t
vinor anchor
























Center of torso front
Left forearm front





Ball of right foot
Ball of left foot
Left shoulder back






Thermocouples with the channel numbers indicated
below are aligned as closely as possible across the various layers so that
tea_erature gradients across the suit can be mere accurately determined.






















































































On test day too. 7, located on exterior surface of bio-cmmmuications
plug.
. On test day no. 7, these thermocouples were located on exterior of
intraveh$cular cover in same location as specified for thermml cover.
/' On test day no. (ionly, _oc_-,tedr,_,.=:,_tern_lt_._rma] cover, ].eft
knee front.
III
The foLl.c_ng tbermocouple channels were not used on the test
as listed. These thermocouplee were elther out of order or
undesired.















Test Day No. 7
TheraK>couple Channels :
12 84 99 111
13 87 tOO Ua
21 88 I01 113
22 89 lo2 n._
23 93 103 116
31 95 io4 117
_3 06 zo6












The temperature of the inlet _as was sufficiently high to maintain the
transducer temperature within its specified temperature range of -65OF to
+300OF. The suit pressure drop transducer (dynisco Model PT 14-05) was
connected between the inlet gas manifold and the outlet gas manifold. A
strip heater w_s installed on this transducer to maintain the temperature of
the transducer within its specified operating temperature range of -65°F to
+300OF. Each pressure transudcer was wrapped with superinsulation to reduce
radiant heat loss to the chamber walls.
The pressure transducers incorporate a minature unbonded strain
gauge in the configuration of a four active-arm resistive %_neatstone bridge.
The output voltages of the gauges were connected to a bridge balance box
which served to zero the gauges at some reference pressure. The signals
from the bridge balance box were recorded continuously by a Honeywell O-lO
Millivolt chart recorder. Figure 17 shows a block diagram of the suit pres-
sure instrumentation system.
Suit Gas Flow - This measurement was made in order to determine that
the gas flow rate through the suit was within the limits specified for the
test conditions.
The gas flow rate measurement utilized a Cox type 12, series 106
volume flowmeter (range 1.77 to 23.0 SCFM) and a Hastings-Raydist HF-5 mass
flowmeter (range 0 to 5 SCFM). Both of these flowmeters were installed in the
suit gas outlet line as shown in Figure 15 . These meters were read visually
and manually recorded.
Suit Leakage - Suit static leakage was measured at several points
throughout She test series. Leakage was measured by a Hastings-Raydist,
Model IF-1000, mass flowmeterwith a range from 0 to lO00 SCCM. This meter
provides both visual and electrical readout; however, only visual readout
was utilized. The sensor for this system was installed in the suit gas feed
system as shown in Figure 15 .
3.4.2 FACILITY INSTRUMENTATION
The SES Data System monitored facility operation, collected data
pertinent to the test, and facilitated recording of basic test data plus
substantiating data. The recording devices utilized for acquisition of data
include:
(a) Recorders: Brown multipoint, 24 channel.
(b) Digital Voltmeter: Cubic model VR71P, 300 channel system
with automatic sequential print out.
The following instrumentation was utilized at the SES for measuring and
recording SES chamber pressure:
(a) CVC GMA-140 Magnavac (Range 760 mm to 10 -3 mm Hg).
(b) CVC GIC-100 Ionization gauge (Range 10-3 to i0 -I0 mm Hg).
(c) CVC PHG-9 Phillips gauge (Range 0.5 to 10-3 mm Hg).
(d) CVC G_-IIO MeLeod gauge (For vacuum calibration).
h7
L'--"
A CEC Model 24-120 mass spectrometer is used for vacuum leak detection.
3.4.3 DATA RECORDING AND REDUCTION
Data measurements made during the tests described in this report
were recorded and Processed by the methods discussed below.
(a) Suit and Dummy Temperatures were recorded as millivolt
readings by the digital voltmeter system shown on Figure 18
or directly as temperatures on Brown multipoint recorders.
Data channel number/recorder correlations are identified on
Table lI . Digital voltmeter and Brown recorder records were
manually transcribed onto computer input data sheets. The
data was subsequently computer processed, tabulated and
plotted at NASA-MSC.
(b) Suit Pressure measurements were recorded on chart recorders.
(c) Suit Gas Flow measurements were manually recorded.
(d) Suit Leakage measurements were manually recorded.
(e) Log Book - SES systems operation and the test procedure as
accomplished were recorded by the test conductor in the
facility log book and in the record test plan.
3.4.4 DATA ACC URAgY
The following is a summary of data recording system accuracies.
(a) Temperature: Digi_cal Voltmeter System -
± 3.11°F (from -150°F to -75°F)
± 1.66°F (from -75°F to +200°F)
Brown Recorder System -
+_ 1.68°F (from OOF to +200OF)
(b) Pressure: Suit inlet, ±.92 psia
Suit pressure drop, ±.00229 psid
(c) Gas Flow: Cox Rotameter, ±i.05% of indicated flow
Hastings-Raydist mass flowmeter, ±0.12 SCFM.
(d) Suit Leakage: +24.5 SCCM
A derivation of the accuracies presented above is presented is Appendix C
of this report.
3.5 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
The Gemini Bravo series of tests were conducted in the LTV Space
Enviro_nent Simulator at the Dallas facility during the period between 4
May and 17 May 1965. The tests were performed in accordance with the test
plan (Reference 2 with addendum) except for changes that were agreed upon




Table IV is a summary of the tests performed and presents
a brief description of the test point, the suit configuration and test environ-
ment parameters for each test performed.
3.6 TEST VARIANCES
The following paragraphs discuss significant variances in test
conditions from true space and an evaluation of their magnitudes and effects
on the test results.
3 .6.1 SOLAR ENERGY VARIANCES
The simulated solar radiation provided by the SES solar simulator
lamp differs from the true solar in (1) spectral energy distribution, (2)
spatial non-uniformity of flux level and (3) collimation. Spectral mismatch
has the greatest potential effects on the test results because the absorp-
tivity of the suit materials to SES lamp radiation is considerably higher than
their absorptivity to true solar radiation. In order to reduce the effects
of spectral differences, the SES solar lamps were operated during the Gemini
Bravo Test Series such that the total solar energy absorbed by the suit
materials was equal to the true solar energy that would be absorbed. This
was accomplished by operating the lamps at a lower flux level such that,
approximately,
°(SES _SES =°Qsolar _solar
where 'b(_ " is the product of the absorptivity of the suit thermal cover
material to the incident flux "S." (Subscript "SES" indicates test condi-
tions and "solar" indicates space conditions with true solar). To arrive
at a test solar flux level to meet this requirement, the spectral reflectance
of the thermal cover material (Figure 19 ) was integrated with the SES lamp
energy spectrum (T8ble I) and with the true solar energy spectrum (by
Johnson, Reference 4) to determine the material total reflectivity ( _ ),
according to the following expression:
-
Where _A is the monochromatic reflectivity and E A is the solar energy
at wavelength _ .
I The absorptivity was then determined by:
O(SES " 1 - _SES










Suit Configuration t PointGemini Extravehicular



































Seas as days i through
3 except sun visor
mockup InJtalled an_




Test Point Description Duration
Absolute cold soak. No dm_q_ heater
_. _as inlet teaperature held at
Cold soak with dt_ _e:perature controL-
led to body teapersture. Inlet gas temp-
erature approxlm_te_y _O°F
(Included in Day i, Test Point 2)
Stabilize suit temperatures to spacecraft
cabin _ondition_ with IR lamp array
re_aratory to simulated egren.
Three Si_ted orbits of extravehicular
suit. _ress into _aylight.
Front side hot soak. Suit rotated to
face solar _ at 2300.
Back Side hot sotM. Suit rotated at
0536.
Front slde hot so_k.
Beak side hot soak. Suit rotated at
23_7.





face solar la_ps at I_30. _.75 _urs
,z6_-2_.3cStabilise suit teslperatures to space- ..........
craft cabin conditions prefatory to _.55 _urs
sl=_,_te_ egress. 121_7-2320































Fac_m_ On at 17_¥
So_ar
t_L__-d _or .aRr_.6 _ 7.



















3 Three s£uulated orbitj. F_reso into 4.y li
_;h_. (2330.
Suit suspe-aed above cold surface vith _.0 ik
knee, _nt. (122o,
6 _mme _m (ll4klrmm1 _
3 except knees bent
5/_/6y a. requir_ for _l-
iDg and prone position



















Suit in kneellng pesitlon on cold surface
Suit/surface contact st 1630.
Suit in prone posttlon on cold surface.
Suit/surface contact at 1733.




Suit in kneeling position on ho_ surface.
Suit/surface contact st 2240.
Suit In prone position on hot surface.
Suit/surface contact at 22_0.








i(17 7-Front of sait facl_ out through simu-lated hatch to cold enviro_ent.
Stabilize su_t temperatures to inside .17
spacecraft c_ItionL !(1900-
!
Solar on =hl_tng through simulated hatch iI.0 I_
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The computed values of absorptivity of the nylon thermal cover are:
°<SES , 0.497
C_solar • 0.273
The required test flux level (to condensate for SES solar/true
solar spectral differences) _¢as then determined to be:
S °¢solar 0.273
SES m o_SE S x Ssolar _ _ Ssolar
i
• 55% of one Solar Constant • 243 BTU/hr-ft 2
However, for stable operation, the SES lamps cannot be operated below a
.mean flux level of about 65% of the solar constant or approximately
288 BTU/hr-ft 2.
Actual test plane variations in the SES solar flux are presented
in Figure 5 • The equipment and method employed in _l_king these measure-
ments are described in Section 3.3.1. Considering the suit areas correspond-
ing to the locations shown in Figure 5 , the average flux in percent of one
solar constant can be estimated as follows:
Suit Region,
inches above (+)





+ 24 to + 36 58
+ 18 to +20 65
- 8 to + 4 65
- 12 to - 24 70
These average values are in agreement with test results where
higher ten_eratures were measured on the legs than on the chest when facing
the lamps. Measured suit surface temperature compared to calculated values
for actual ear_n orbit are discussed in Sections 3.0.2 and 4.2.1.
The collimation angle of the SES solar energy varies from approxi-
mately 0° to 13 ° as a result of diverging projections of individual lamps
whereas the sun's rays are essentially parallel. Probably the _in result of
this collimation variance is that some "edge heating" might be observed in
the SES that would not occur in true sunlight. However, the effects of
collimation angle are believed to be negligible 10ased on observations _mde
55
in a previous test (Reference 5). In this test 3/4" diameter tubing located
approximately three feet from the suit was observed to cast a distinct shadow
on the suit during lamp operation.
3.6.2 EARTH RADIATION AND ALBEDO VARIANCES
Earth radiation and albedo simulation provided during the tests
varied from true orbit conditions in both distribution and magnitude. In
order to evaluate these variances and to extrapolate test data to true
orbit conditions, a calibration and an analysis of the earth simulator
were performed. The results are presented in Appendix B and are drawn
upon for the following evaluations.
Figures 20 and 21 show the distribution of simulated earth radia-
tion and albedo on the suit. To make a direct comparison with orbital flux
distributions, the suit geometry _as simplified to that of an equivalent
cylindrical suit. The resulting direct comparison is shown on Figures 22 and
23. Test flux distributions are seen to have been approximately as desired
but low in magnitude. Although the distribution comparisons shown are for
an equivalent cylindri".al suit, the relative distributions are valid for
the actual suit geometry.
The magnitudes or levels of simulated earth radiation and albedo
fluxes were lower than true orbit values. The integrated or total earth
radiation plus albedo absorbed by the suit has been computed for two condi-
tions and is presented in the following tabulation:
Condition
Dark side of Earth Orbit (Albedoz 0):
Test Simulation
True Orbit Condition









(These values do not include direct solar radiation)
Again, these values are based on an equivalent cylindrical suit, but serve
to illustrate the magnitude of variance of this part of the overall test
environment. The values above show an appreciable variance in simulation
of earth radiation and albedo, the effects of these individual variances are
difficult to assess separately. Instead, the total orbital environment
is considered in the extrapolation of test data to true space conditions
in paragraph 4.2.5.
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3.6.3 SES CHAMBFAq AND WALL VARIANCES
The SES chamber and walls may introduce variances in the test
environment as a result of (1) radiation from the solar simulation entrance
ports, (2) energy emitted by the walls and (3) energy reflected by the walls.
Operation of the solar lamps causes the quartz ports to absorb
energy and re-emit to the test plane. The flux emitted by the ports has
been measured as 40 BTU/hr-ft 2 at the test plane. When the lamps are turned
off the flux drops to about 3.0 BTU/hr-ft 2 in approximately four minutes.
Variances attributable to the SES walls, by virtue of nonblackness
( _ - .98) or difference in temperature from absolute zero, are negligible.
For example, the flux emitted from the walls at a temperature of -320°F is,
approximately:
,I (0.98)(0.1713 x i0"8)(140) 4
,_._ 0.66 B_J/hr-ft 2
where
- c_u_me of cryowall paint
g_ - Stefan-BoltzmannConstant, BTU/hr-ft 2 OR4
T m _'_ii temperature, oR
Solar energy reflected from the rear wall to the test plane would be
approximately 6.0 BTU/hr-ft 2 assuming an incident flux of 288 BTU/hr-ft 2
(average value at test plane for this test) and a reflectance of 0.02 for the
Black Velvet paint which has an absorptivity of 0.98 in the solar spectrmm.
The fraction of this energy absorbed on the rear of the suit was:
_= (o.h97)(o.66)(6.o)
_,_"_ 2.0 BTU/hr-ft 2
where
(_ - absorptance of suit thermal cover
F • configuration factor from test plane to rear wall
S - flux reflected from rear _all of SES to test plane, BTU/hr-ft 2
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3.6.4 SES PRESSURE VARIANCES
SES pressure during the Gemini Bravo Test Series did not exceed
9 x 10 -5 mm Hg (Figure 24 ). The effect of pressure on the apparent thermal
conductivity of superinsulations is not appreciable below a pressure of
approximately 10-4 mm Hg (Figure 25 ). Therefore_ SES pressure during the
Gemini Bravo suit tests was sufficiently low that the effects of pressure
on the suit insulation conductance was eliminated. It can be concluded that
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.i RESULTS
Temperature data measured during the Gemini Bravo suit tests are
presented in tabular form in Appendix D and in plotted form in Appendix F
(which is contained in Volume II of this report). All other data are pre-
sented in Appendix E.
Table V has been prepared as a concise summary of suit tempera-
ture extremes reached during several significant test conditions. A
discussion of these temperature extremes, trends and evaluations of specific
test objectives are presented in the following paragraphs of Section 4.2.
4.2 DISCUSSION
4 .2.1 SUIT TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES
The inside of the suit and the restraint net were concentrated
upon in the location of thermocouples. While sufficient instrumentation was
placed on the exterior surfaces to evaluate external temperature extremes
and overall suit gradients, past tests indicated a need for more internal
instrumentation in order to evaluate suit comfort and possible heat shorts.
The best indicator of comfort is the temperature of the comfort layer worn
between the astronaut and the suit pressure bladder. The comfort layer is
the temperature that is sensed by the suit occupant except at the head, hands,
and feet.
A summary of measured comfort layer temperatures (presented as OF
above or below local skin temperature) is presented by Table VI. The data on
Table VI are observed to fall into three groups:
a@ The comfort layer at locations 1 through 8 on Table VI was
within 5°F of the skin's temperature during all conditions
(except for ll°F on the hip). All the suit areas represented
by these locations are probably comfortable for the wearer of
the suit.
b. A second group, locations 9 through ll on Table VI, were
comparable to the first group except during Day 53 Test Point
3 (simulated orbits). These three locations are all on the
front of the torso near the area where the gas distribution
manifolds branch away from the inlet. The only plausible
explanation for these comfort layer temperatures being different
from group one only during simulated orbits is that they were
affected by cold suit inlet gas temperatures. Gas was supplied
the suit through the extravehicular umbilical on Day 5 with the
result that it entered the suit at lower temperatures than during
other tests.
c. A third group of comfort layer temperatures (locations 12
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DUT.Z_ - COMFORT L%YER TEMPERATUR]{ DIgTERENCES
Location and (T/C No.)
Comfort Layer Temperature (Relative
to Local Dummy Tem_eratur% OF)
 old(I)  eat(2)
Soak Soaks Orbits (3 )
i. Back of forearm (047)* -4
2. Left thigh, back (053)* -4
3. mt. calf, back (055)* -4
4. Left shoulder (044)* -4
5. Rt. thigh, front (037)* -4
6. Left hip, front (036)* -5
7. Left shin, (039)* -5
8. Rt. hip, front (035)* -9
9. Center torso, front (032)* -8
i0. Upper rt. chest near harness (026) -i
ii. At Bioconnector (028) -2
12. Rt. shoulder olaae (04>)* -27
13. Small of back (under harness) (046) -30
14. Left crotch area under harness (051) -7
15. Lower seat between harness (049) -I0
16. Right hip under paraharness (050) -19
17. Left crotch area between legs (052) -2


































*Adjacent location of d_m_y and c_ort layer thermocouples; all other based
on average temperatures of dummy in that area of suit.
NOTES:
(i) Data taken from Day i, Test Point 2 (body temperature dmm_ly)
(2) Maximum_ T noted from either Day 3, Test Point i or Test Point 2
(3) },Zximum L T noted for either orbit test. }_st maximum L T's occurred
on Day 5, Test Point ] (m:ibilical attached)
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of the suit insulation underneath the parachute harness. The
comfort layer at locations 12 through 17 were all near or
underneath the paraharness and were markedly colder during
both cold soaks and simulated orbits. Comfort layer tempera-
tures in this group were as low as 20°F below skin temperature
durin6 orbits and as much as 30°F during long cold soaks.
The data indicate that no comfort layer temperature in the Gemini extra-
vehicular suit, even those affected by the paraharness_ will reach the hot
or cold threshold of pain (l13°F and 60OF, i_eference 7). The degree of
comfort, however, is not clear. No attempt is r_de here to judge the degree
of comfort or discomfort represented by the data on Table VI.
Restraint layer temperatures over most of the Gemini extravehicular
suit were found to be within about 10OF of the co_2ort layer's temperature
under all conditions. An exception is the chest area where the coldest
temperatures were found. Restraint layer temperatures on the chest ranged
to as low as 50°F. The average low _ T between the restraint net and the
inside of the suit is evidence of the high the_l resistance of the suit's
insulation. A closer examination of the restraint layer data also supports
the conclusion that the suit areas compressed underneath the parachute
harness are higher heat leak areas than are the less perturbed areas of the
insulation.
The wrist disconnects and he_<_et necPa'in6 are potential heat short
areas. During the Gemini Bravo tests, the inside of the neckrinc fell to
47°F during cold soaks and simulated orbits and the con2ort layer near the
wrist disconnect reached temperatures as low as 54°F. Both these areas,
then, can be expected to fall below 60°F durinc extravehicular operations.
These areas, however, are small and localized. Also, contact with the
necP_ing is not continuous and 47°F necl_in_ temperatures _y be tolerable.
The zipper, biomed plug and inlet/outlet gas fittings are also
potential heat shorts. The effects of these items, however, are reflected
in the comfort layer data on Table VI. The heat shorts at these hardware
items are not as severe as the wirst disconnect and neckring heat shorts
because (i) the zipper is covered by an insulation flap, (2) the gas distribu-
tion manifolds are directly underneath the inlet gas fittings and biomed plugc
to hold them away from the skin and (3) the comfort layer underlies all three
of these items.
The highest heat leak areas of the suit can be seen through an
analysis of Figure 26. Figure 26 presents the electrical power required to
maintain the temperature of each segment of the dummy at body temperature.
Since the total heat carried away from the dummy was by vent gas cooling a_d
suit heat leaks, then the heater power supplied the dummy segments (per ft _)
is indicative of the relative heat leaks of the various parts of the suit.
The data presented by Figure 26 indicates that the greatest suit heat leaks
were in the helmet, gloves and boots. This is not surprising since the helmet
is uninsulated and the hands and feet have less effective circulation of
ventilation gas. Also, the insulation on the gloves and boots is probably
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of multilayer insulation. Inspection of Figure 26 also clearly shows the
effects of solar energy transmission through the bare nressure visor into
the helmet. No power was required to the dummy'sh_aa (while facing the
solar) until the sunshade was installed. This can be interpreted to mean
than the transmission of solar heat into the helmet (through the bare visor)
was sufficient to result in a net "heat gained" energy balance on the he_et.
Thermal garment temperatures during cold soaks and exposure to
solar radiation were comparable to corresponding measurements during a
previous Gemini suit test (Reference 8) and an Apollo suit test (Reference
5). The external thermal garment ter_peratures varied from -66°F to -170°F
with an average value of -130 °F during cold soak with the d_muy's tempera-
ture controlled to 90OF. Under solar irradiation the external ter_peratures
varied from 91OF to 190OF at points facing the SES lamps. These differences
in temperature are likely due to local variations in the suit's conductance,
absorptance, and emittance as well as peaks in the SES solar source. The
external thermal garment (HT-1) was observed to yellow slightly under
accumulated exposure to the SES solar source. However, no appreciable in-
crease in apparent absorptivity or temperature was observed.
The maximum cold soak test performed on Day I, Test Point i was
conducted without dummy heat. The result was that the ter_erature of the
du_mmy fell to far below human body te_peratures because the suit heat leaks
exceeded the ability of the vent gas to maintain internal suit temperatures
at usual levels. During this test, the ten_erature of the extremities (hands
and feet) fell to below OOF and the torso temperature was less than 40OF.
Absolute minimun, suit temperatures were measured. However, if the measure-
ments obtained during Day i, Test Point 1 are corrected to a wamn body
reference the body-to-suit temperature differences (_T) %re discovered to
be less than for Day i, Test Point 2 (warm dummy). A similar observation is
pointed out in the discussion of the suit heat balance (paragraph 4.2.2)
_¢here it is shown that the io_¢ overall dw._y/suit ter.perature level on Day
i, Test Point l resulted in lower suit heat leaks and attendant durmmy-to-
suit _ T's. It can be concluded that the data from the "suit cold soak"
with warm du_ny (Day I, Test Point 2) are more realistic than corrected data
from the rm_ximum cold soak test (Day i, Test Point i).
Figures 27 through 33 present representative orbit data including
the history of the suit's orientation and test orbit variables. Orbit tem-
perature extremes are less than corresponding extremes n_asured during
earlier steady state hot and cold soak tests. This fact is not surprising
since it is recognized that the average orbital environment is intermediate
in severity. The suit heat balance data presented in paragraph 4.2.2 also
show that the orbit condition is intermediate to hot and cold soak conditions.
_%lthough orbit temperature extremes were intermediate, they were near cold
soak extremes indicating that an orbital condition is more of a "cold" condi-
tion than "hot" condition.
The temperature data presented by Figures 27 through 33 illustrate
the great dmnpening effect of the suit's insulation. The suit's equivalent
thermal time constant is estimated to be equal to or longer than the orbit
period (l-l/2 hours). For this reason, suit temperatures on the second orbit
72
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did not repeat first orbit te:_eratures. Rather, temperature cycles were
established during the second orbit that were repeated thereafter. Second
and subsequent orbit temperatures were sli_htly lower than corresponding
first orbit temperatures.
The pressure of the Gemini suit was maintained at approximately
3.7 psia throughout these experiments. The suit gas flow (oxygen) was
maintained at near 11.5 cfm (at 3.7 psia) through the test. Suit flow data
and pressure data are presented in Appendix E of this report.
Further discussion of test results that are related directly to
specific test objectives are presented by the following paragraphs.
4.2.2 SUIT I_ET }H_AT BfJ_A}_DE
Method of Determination - The heat leal_ce into or out of the Gemini
extravehicular suit can be determined from the test data by writing an energy






From the foregoing sketch, the following heat balance is written.
Qinlet gas " Qoutlet gas + Qheaters + Qleak " Qstored
or,
m_pg (Ti -T o ) + 3.413 P + Qleak " _._ msCps (dT/d_')s
Solving for Qleak,
Qleak • mgCpg (To - Ti) - 3.413 P # 2msCps (dT/d _')s
where
mg B mass flowrate of suit vent gas, ib/hr
Cpg - specific heat of suit vent gas, BTU/Ib-°F
8O
Ti - temperature of suit vent gas entering suit, oF
TO • temperature of gas leaving suit, OF
3.413 • constant (3.413 BTU/hr - i watt)
P • power to dm_nyskin heaters, watts
ms • mass of dummly body segments, ib
CDs • average specific heat of dui_ay body seg_uent, BTU/Ib-°F
(dT/d_)s • time rate of change of body se_nent temperature, °F/b_
Qleak = apparent heat leak through the suit, BTU/hr
To compute the tests values of suit net heat leaks from the foregoing rela-
tion, measured values of gas flo_rrate, gas inlet and outlet temperatures, and
dummy heater power (Appendix E) are used. The therr_l capacity of the dummy
segments (msCps) is presented in Appendix A of this report and values for rate
of change of temperature of the dummy (dT/d_) were measured from dummy tem-
perature data. To evaluate dT/d _ for each seo_ment, the slope of the dimly
temperature versus time plot was averaged near the end of each test point.
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Gemini Suit Heat Balance Data - Computed values of suit heat leakage
for the Gemini Bravo tests are presented by Table VII. The suit heat leaks for
all test conditions show a net heat loss from the suit, even under maxim_
orbital flux conditions. The greatest suit heat leaks occurred during cold
soak (Day i_ Test Points 1 and 2) with no incidnet energy. I,_ximum heat leaks
were -354 BTU/hr with a body temperature dur_ny and 243 BTU/hr with a cold
dtum_ly (Day i, Test Point i). _e difference in these two cold soak measure-
ments is accounted for on Figure 34 by the low temperature level of the d_z_y
and suit interior during Test Point i.
During suit "heat soaks" (Days 3, 4, and 5) the suit heat leaks
ranged between -34 BTU/hr and -95 BTU/hr depending upon whether the suit was
facing the solar and tl]e visor configuration tested. As might be expected 3
the bare pressure visor facing the solar simulator shows the lowest heat leak
of any condition because of the high solar energy transmitted directly through
the visor into the helmet area.
Average heat leak values during simulated orbits were -195 BTU/hr
with the bare visor and -123 BTU/hr with bile sunshade. These values are
between the values measured for hot ard cold soaks as might be expected
since the orbital environment is between the two extremes in severity. 9_e
temperature data sho}a_ on Figures 27 through 33 indicate that suit orbital
heat leaks wer% approxi_ately_ repetitive for each orbit after the first
orbit.
Suit heat leak values measured when the suit was in contact with
cold surfaces (Day 6) are nearly the smue as measured during the cold soaks.
_is supports the conclusion reached in paragraph 4.2.4 that suit contact
with cold surfaces does not measureably increase heat leaks through the suit.
Heat leak values during contact with hot surfaces differ from cold soak values.
Here the hot plate used _._aslarge enough to alter the overall radiation environ-
ment in the SES.
Heat leaks out of the intervehicular suit on Day 7 were estin_ted to
be -403 BTU/hr. l._re discussion of this condition is presented in paragraph
4.2.6. No estimates were made of the overall intervehicular suit heat leaP_ge
during exposure to solar radiation during Test Point 4 on Day 7 because the
d_my's ter,_perature rose to very high levels. Apparent local heat leaks are
presented and discussed in paragraph 4.2.6.
The suit heat leak data presented byTable VII are not in close
agreement with previous Gemini suit data (Reference 8). The data in this
report is judged to be much more accurate because:
a. Test points were of longer duration during Gemini Bravo tests
and were nearer steady state.
b. The temperature of the dummy was held at body temperature during
these tests which eliminates high or low temperature level errors.
c. The heat stored by the dummy was not accounted for in the heat



















CO_',_?UTEDSUIT NET HEAT LE_.K RATES
Description
Cold soak, No Dummy heaters, bare visor
Cold soak, Dummy maintained at Body temperature,
bare visor
Simulated orbit, bare visor, du_,y at Body
temperature
Heat soak, Facing solar, Dl_my at body tempera-
ture, bare visor
Heat soak, Back to solar, D_v_y maintained at
Body temperature, bare visor
Heat soak, facing solar, Du_mmy at body tempera-
ture, visor insulated
Heat soak, back to solar, Ik_mmy at body tempera-
ture, visor insulated
Heat soak, Facing solar, D_mmy at body tempera-
ture, Sunshade installed
Simulated orbit, _umy at body teraperature,
Sunshade installed
Suit luneeling on cold surface, Dummy at body
temperature
Suit prone on cold surface, Dummy at body
temperature
Suit kneeling on hot surface, Dummy at body
temperature
Suit prone on hot surface, Dunmay at body
temperature
Intervehicular suit, hatch open and facing
deep space
















(i) (+) indicates heat leakage into suit
(-) indicates heat leakage out of suit
(2) 1-hour test point, suit still undergoing transient at end of test
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4.2.3 VISOR P ERFOP_IA__E
The Gemini space suit was fitted with three different visor configura-
tions during various phases of the test series. The three visor configurations
were:
a. the helmet pressure visor with a low emittance coating on the
exterior surface,
b. a sunshade mocked-up over the pressure visor (in the absence
of a prototype unit), and
c. insulated visor on the fourth test day.
These three visor configurations are shown on Figures 35, 36 and 37.
Table VIII presents a su_mary of visor temperature measurements
made during various test conditions. Table VIII reveals that the tempera-
ture on the inside of the pressure visor fell to 31°F during cold soak
conditions (with warm suit occupant) and to 53°F during simulated orbits.
With the back of the suit to the solar and facing the 60OF earth simulator,
the inside of the visor was 64°F. It would be expected that the low emittance
coating on the test pressure visor would _intain the visor's coldest tel_era-
tures at higher levels than for uncoated visors. But, comparison of' data
from this test with that of previous tests with uncoated visors (References
5 and 8) does not show that the coating _intained the Gemini Bravo test
visor at appreciably higher temperatures. _ile little direct co_parison is
available, it can be said that data from this test are not in line _tith data
from the two previous tests at L_J and the results of _nned tests at ½_£_A-I_C.
It is believed that the present data are erroneous as a result of thcrmocouple
attacb_nent methods on the visor. The visor thermocot_ics were attached with
transparent tape. rl_e ther_l conductivity of the visor Ir_terial ("Lexan")
is low enough to support an erroneous gradient behind the high emissivity
tape used to attach the thermoeuples.
Solar heat leaks through the pressure visor into the helmet can be
approximated by analysis of the suit heat balance data (Table VIII). It can
be assumed that the differe_mes in suit heat balance for the three cases of
"facing solar" on Table VIII are all due to the different visors. The three
tests were otherwise identical. It can furthermore be said that solar heat
lea_ge through the insulated visor was insignificant. _lerefore, the total
suit heat balance compared to that for the insulated visor was the solar heat
leak tbmough the visor. On this basis, the solar heat leaks through the bare
helmet visor were 77-44 _ 43 BTU/hr.
By the same deductive method, visor heat leaks with the sunshade
installed were insignificant. _ne effectiveness of the sunshade is further
demonstrated by noting that the electrical power required by the dun_y's
heat was approximately the same as when the visor was insulated.
No estimates are _ade of heat lost from the visor to cold space
because (a) comparative cold soak tests were not performed, and (b) in-
sufficient visor material property data is available to make estimates from



































































































4.2.4 EFFECTS OF KNEELING OR LYING ON SPACECRAFT SURFACE
The effects of suit contact with a hot or cold surface were investi-
gated during Day 6 tests. The suit was made to kneel on a horizontal surface
such that contact was made with the surface at both knees, both shins and
toe area of both boots (Figures 9 and 38). Fr_n the kneeling position, the
suit was subsequently lowered to a face-doom prone position with surface
contact at the extravehicular suit T-fittings on the chest, at both knees
and the toe area of both boots (Figure 39). In the prone position the visor
was approximately 6 inches above the heated or cooled surface. The purpose
of the Day 6 tests was to determine if suit contact with the spacecraft sur-
face would produce an appreciable heat pulse through the suit due to com-
pression of the insulating layers.
Figure hO presents the history of suit temperatures affected by
kneeling on the hot and cold surfaces. The suit external cover temperatures
responded immediately when contact was made, but the comfort layer inside
the suit was not affected appreciably. No perturbations of the dun_y's
temperature are seen. The lack of response of the comfort layer and d_mny
temperatures indicate that no appreciable heat pulse was transmitted through
the suit insulation from either the hot or cold surface contact.
Figure hl shows the effects of the suit lying on the hot and cold
surface. The results are the same as for the kneeling condition: no evidence
is seen of local transmission of a heat pulse through the suit as a result of
compression of the insulation.
The foregoing results are in agreement with previous evaluations of
the effects of contact with spacecraft surfaces (References 5 and 8). Further
evidence of the lack of a heat short being created by suit insulation com-
pression against solid surfaces can be found by examining the suit heat balance
data on Table VII. The suit total heat leaks when kneeling and prone on a
cold surface are no greater than the cold soak condition (Day i, Test Point
2). For kneeling and lying on a hot surface, the heat leaks are less than
during the Day i cold soaks. But, for this test point the large radiant
source represented by the heated horizontal surface altered the environment
such that the suit heat balance cannot be compared with cold soak values.
4.2.5 EXTP_POLATION OF MEASURED DATA TO TRUE SPACE CONDITIONS
Deviations of the test ther_l environment from the true space
environment produced correspondir_ deviations in measured data. The test
and true space thermal environments can be compared on the basis of total
environmental fluxes absorbed by the suit (Qabs). The test thern_l environ-
ment was measured and discussed in paragraph 3.6. True orbit thern_l
environments can be computed from data published in the literature (Reference
Appendix B). The test and orbital total thermal environments are compared in
summary on Figure h2.
The following paragraphs present a discussion and corrections of
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Suit Net Heat Balance Corrections
Figure h3 presents test values of suit net heat leaks as a function
of absorbed environmental fluxes. The suit heat leak values were determined
in paragraph 4.2.2 and the values of absorbed enviromnental fluxes were com-
puted from the data presented in Appendix B. The data scatter noted on
Figure hB is attributed to different visor configurations.
To make environmental flux corrections to test values of suit heat
leaks, the suit thermal model shown on Figure h_ is utilized to approximate
the relationship between heat leaks and environmental fluxes. The therrm_l
resistance between the dummy and comfort layer is small compared to the suit
insulation resistance and is presently ignored. For short extrapolations of






The test values of qleak and 0_bs indicated on Figure h3 were utilized to
evaluate the apparent UA in the preceding expression for each test point.
The value of (A was taken as 22 ft 2 and Ti was taken as _©°F.
To extrapolate test values of suit heat leaks_ the ther_'al model
}_s again used to write the following expression for Qleak.
(_leak= 0_bs " O'6AI '¢_leakUA + Til 4
True orbit values of suit heat leaks were then determined by using this
expression and inserting true orbit values of Qabs and the values of UA
previously determined from test data. True orbit values of Qabs used were
those presented in Appendix B.
Table IX summarizes test and extrapolated values of suit heat leaks
that were determined by the method outlined above. Table IX shows that the
greatest correction made to test data is about 5_ of the test value. It is
interesting to note that no significant correction is requlredfor the maxhntt_ heat
leak value (obtained during cold soak). All extrapolated values of the suit
heat leaks indicate a net heat leak out of the suit. This is consistent with
previous Gemini suit thermal tests.
Suit Temperature Corrections
Suit external surface temperatures are corrected to true space
conditions utilizing the thermal model in the preceding paragraph and _iting
the heat balance equation as follows:
4
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The change in external surface temperature (To) with absorbed flux can be
arrived at by differentiating To with respect to Qabs. If dTo/dQabs-ZkTo/AQabs,
then,
1
AT O " (U + 4£__To 3) A Qabs/A
where _ To is the suit external surface temperature correction for a correspond-
ing correction in absorbed energy (zl Qabs).
Table X presents a tabulation of measured suit external surface tem-
peratures that have been corrected to true space conditions by the method
above. Test and true orbit values of O_b s were obtained in the same manner
as outlined in the discussion of heat leaks. Table X also presents correspond-
ing values of suit external temperatures that one would compute on the basis
of corrected values of Qleak and the true space values of Qabs. Computed
external temperatures were arrived at by evaluating the following expression.
To calc. _ _ O-
Table X shows reasonable agreement between the corrected test values
and calculated values of suit external temperatures. The corrected data are
generally higher on the front of the suit and good agreement is obtained on
the back of the suit. This effect is likely due to variations in the local
value of the suit's conductance.
Even though reasonable agreement was obtained between calculated and
extrapolated (corrected) test data, the test temperatures were as much as 40OF
different from corresponding true space conditions. This difference poses
the question of its effects on internal suit temperatures. Internal suit
temperature corrections can be estimated from the measured data by consider-
ing the heat transfer through the outer thermal garment and restraint layer.
Since all of the heat flux transferred through the outer thermal garment must
pass through the restraint layer, the restraint layer temperature can be
determined as a function of the outer thermal garment temperature by:
Q - uiA (Ti - TD  y) - UA (To- Ti)
Since the temperatures of the suit occupant will always be approximately 90°F,
Tdummymay be considered constant and the rate of change of Ti with To is:
dTi/dT ° . U . i
U + U i i + Ui/U
Ui/Ucan be determined from test data and the first expression by:

















































































Values of dTi/dT o were evaluated from the data with the results as follows:
dTi/dTo - 0.04 (For cold soak or a point facing the eath simulator)
• 0.08 (For a point facing solar)
Since the maximum suit external surface temperature correction was 40OF, the
corresponding maximum comfort layer correction would be (.08)(40) • 3.2°F.
In other wordsj comfort layer temperatures in the true space environment
would be within 3.2°F of test values. It can be concluded that inner suit
temperatures measured on the Gemini suit were representative of true space
values.
4.2.6 INTERVEHICULAR SUIT EXPOSURE THROUGH OPEN SPACECRAFT .HATCHES
The seventh day of tests evaluated simulated intervehicular suit
exposures to the space environment through open spacecraft hatches. For
these tests, the intervehicular suit was installed inside a cabin and open
hatch simulation as shown on Figure lO. The suit was exposed alternately to
cold space conditions and then to solar radiation through the open "hatch."
For both conditions, the suit and dummy were stabilized to thecabin tempera-
tures before the exposures whereupon the metabolic heat load on the dummy
was increased to 400 BTU/hr (Reference Table EIV).
Test Point 2 exposed the intervehicular suit through the simulated
hatch opening to cold space for one hour. During that hour, all the dummy
temperatures 3 except the head, were observed to increase under the 400 BTU/hr
metabolic load (evenly distributed over the body) even with the high heat loss
rate through the suit. Figures 45 through _8 show representative temperature
histories of the suit and dummy during the exposure. A survey of co_mfort
layer temperature data shows that nowhere did the comfort layer fall to near
the 60°F cold threshold of pain, even after the dummy skin temperature correc-
tions were made to the data. The decrease noted in the dummy's face tempera-
ture is attributed to the relatively high (in relation to the remainder of
the suit) heat leak rate of the visor. It can be concluded from the data
that an astronaut could remain comfortable for at least one hour in the
intervehicular suit while exposed to dark space through open hatches. This
is possible because the normal body metabolic heat level is higher than the
suit heat leaks. This can be shown by con_aring the suit heat leaks computed
and shown on Figure 49 with the near normal metabolic heat level of approxi-
mately 20 BTU/hr-ft 2 that _as supplied the dtummy segments during Test Point
2. The suit heat leaks presented by Figure 49 were computed from the dummy
skin temperature histories and the following relation:
dT BTU/hr.ft2
Qleak " _p_- Qmet
where
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dT/d_ m time rate of increase of dummytemperature (measured
from the data)
_net m simulated dummymetabolic heat (20 BTU/hr-ft 2, except
hands and feet)
During Test Point 4, the intervehicular suit was exposed to direct
solar radiation through the simulated hatch opening. Again3 the dummy's
metabolic load washeld at 400 BTU/hr and evenly distributed to the body at
about 20 BTU/hr-ft 2, except the hands and feet which were inadvertently
supplied higher rates. Under solar exposure on the front of the suit, the
dummyand suit temperatures increased throughout the one hour test. Figures
5.0through 53 showthat dummyskin temperatures reached values as high as
150°F. The comfort layer temperatures were generally within 10°F of the
local skin temperature. Since the dummy'sheat storage capacity is much
less than that of a human_no conclusions as to the ability of a humansubject
to talerate this test condition can be drawn from the temperature data alone.
However, it maybe possible to correlate the apparent suit heat leak data
for this test condition (Figures 5_ and 55) with humanphysiological data and
arrive at an estimate of the severity ol the condition that was simulated.
The data presented by Figures _h and 55 were derived in the samemanner as
outlined in the preceding paragraph for Test Point 2. It should be pointed
out that Figures 594and 55 were derived from raw data and do not include
corrections for increasing body temperatures. It is believed that the heat
leaks to a 90°F occupant would remain near the initial values shownrather
than decrease with time (and increasing body temperature).
4.2.7 SUIT GASLEAKAGE
Suit leakage was measuredperiodically throughout these experiments
by the procedure outlined in Section 3.3.2.7. The measurementsare presented
in Appendix E. Suit leakage was about 50 SCC/min(oxygen at 14.7 psia and












































_q_nefollowing conclusions are reached with regard to the thermal
performance of the Gemini suit tested. These conclusions are reached on
the basis of observations and analysis of the Gemini Bravo data.
i. The total test environment for these tests was representative
of true orbit environ.tents.
. }_st suit comfort layer ten_eratures were within about 6°F of
the skin's temperature. This is indicative of the degree of
comfort that can be expected. Exceptions were the comfort
layer under the paraharness and adjacent to hardware that
penetrates the suit (necl-ming 3 _ist disconnects). In these
areas the comfort laser was within about 20oF of skin te1_@era-
ture which places it above the 60OF cold threshold of pain.
. The exterior surfaces of the suit (HT-I cover) can be expected
to reach about -150°F in cold enviromments and as high as 19OOF
under r_ximum orbit fl_es. The HT-I cover did not yellow
appreciably during the tests and no deterioration or physical
changes were detected.
. Helmet visor data are believed to be in error. There is
evidence that the sunshade blocked virtually all therrlal fluxes
from the visor.
.
_e suit heat balance reveals a net heat leak out of the suit
under all conditions. _xim_m heat leaks were 340 BTU/hr during
cold soak without the sunshade, i£[nimum net heat leaks were
81 BTU/hr "out" in a maxim_n flux environment with the sunshade
dow_q.
6. Kneeling or lying on solid surfaces did not produce local heat
shorts.
. Simulated orbit temperature extremes fell between hot and cold
steady state extremes. Orbit temperatures after the first
orbit were nearly as cold as cold soak measurements. It is
felt that suit cold soaks are not unrealistic design conditions.
. It was found that test data accuracy is dependent upon raaintain-
ing the temperature of the suit occupant (dummy) near human
skin temperature. T_en the dummy is not held at skin tempera-
ture, appreciable temperature-level errors can result.
. Simulation of the condition of an intervehicular suit inside
the spacecraft with open hatches indicates that exposure to
cold conditions can probably be tolerated easily, especially
for short times. However_ if the sun shines through the open
ll5
hatch directly upon the intervehicular suitj an appreciable
heat pulse will be transmitted through the front of the suit.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF DUMMY HEAT CAPACITY
The thermal dummy used in the Gemini Bravo suit tests
is described in Section 3.3.2. For these tests, heated hands and
feet were used for the first time. The left hand was removed to
accommodate instrumentation feed-throughs as in previous tests.
The rate at which the dummy stores or gives up heat
is a function of its weight, specific heat and time rate of temper-
ature change. Weights of the dummy's body segments are presented
in Table A I. The specific heat of the dummy can be calculated if
the weight of fiberglass and copper comprising the dummy shell are
known. In Section 3.3.2.1 the thickness of the outer fiberglass
layer was given as 0.ii inches and the inner layer as 0.050 inches.
The thickness of the copper layer between the two fiberglass layers
was given as 0.0312 inches. Assuming a dummy surface area of 18.6
square feet _Reference lO ) and a fiberglass layer density of
0.O61 ibs/in 5 (Reference ll ) the total weight of the fiberglass
can be calculated as follows:
WFG = At_
: (18.6) (144) (0.16o)(o.o61)
WFG = 26.2 ibs.
Where
A = Total surface area of dummy, ft2.
t = Total thickness of both outer and inner
layers of fiberglass, inches.
= Density of fiberglass3Preform mat and
50_opolyester, ibs/in .
The weight of copper can be calculated in the same manner as
follows:
Wcu = A t
Wcu = (18.6) (144) (0.O312) (O.318)
Wcu = 26.6 ibs.
The total weight of fiberglass and copper is then:
































* The left hand was not used.
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This calculated weight of 52.8 ibs. is 0.27 ibs. less than the
measuredtotal weight of 53.07 lbs. given in Table A I. The
difference is due primarily to variations in thickness of the fiber-
glass and copper layers over the surface of the dummy. Therefore,
the total weight of fiberglass and copper has been adjusted to
26.3 and 26.7 lbs., respectively, by equally distributing the dif-
ference to give a nominal total weight of 53.0 lbs. for calculation
purposes.
The heat capacity of the dummycan nowbe calculated
as follows:
(wcp)o: (WCp)_ + (WCp)ou
(WCp)o: (26.3)(o.33)+ (26.7)(O.lO)
(WCp) D = 8.67 + 2.67
(WCp) D = 11.34
Where
(WCp) D = Weight of dummy shell (total weight Of heated
segments) times specific heat at constant
pressure of shell Btu/°F
(WCp)FG= Total weight of fiberglass times specific
heat at constant pressure of fiberglass,
BTU/°F
(WCp)cu = Total weight of copper times specific heat
at constant pressure of copper, BTU/°F°
follows :
The specific heat of the dummy is then calculated as
(WCp)FO + (WCp)cu _ ii.34
CPD = W s 53.0
CPD = O.214 Btu/ib OF
The heat capacity of each dummy segment (head, torso, etc.) can
now be determined by multiplying the segment weight by the specific
heat of the dummy.
The rate at which heat is stored or lost for a segment
is obtained by multiplying the heat capacity (WCp) of the segment
by the rate of change of the segment temperature_ The results of
these calculations are presented in Figure A 1 which shows the
rate at which heat is stored or lost for the various segments and
!23
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the total dummy versus rate of temperature increase or decrease.
If the segments are changing in temperature at different rates
then the individual curves for the head, torso, etc. can be used
to determine the rate at which heat is stored or lost for each
segment. The total rate at which heat is stored or lost for the
dummy can then be obtained by adding the individual quantities.
If the whole dummy is changing in temperature at a uniform rate,
then the total rate of heat stored or lost from the dummy can be
read directly from the upper curve.
Care must be taken to affix the proper sign to the
values obtained from Figure A l, i.e., a decreasing segment
temperature with time indicates heat lost with a corresponding
minus sign. This same sign is then used in calculating the suit
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS AND CALIBRATION OF EARTH RADIATION SIMULATOR
I. INTRODUCTION
Earth emitted and albedo fluxes on an orbiting body were simulated
during the Gemini Bravo suit tests by the single dished surface described in
paragraph 3.3.2.2. The degree to which the simulator fulfilled simulation
objectives is required to be known in order to assess test variances and to
extrapolate test measurements to true space conditions. Therefore, an analysis
and calibration of the simulator and corresponding true orbit conditions were
performed. This appendix presents the results of the analyses and calibration.
II. DISCUSSION
Analysis of True Orbit Environment
The ther_al environment of a body in earth orbit is made up of solar
radiation 3 earth emitted energy, earth reflected solar energy (albedo), the
cold of deep space and, possibly, radiation interchange with nearby spacecraft.
The amount of energy absorbed from each of these sources is dependent upon
many variables. The principle variables, however: are:
1. Orbit parameters (inclination, anomally, altitude),
2. Orientation of the suit:
3. Spectral properties of the suit.
The approximate spectral properties of the suit are presented in paragraphs
3.6.1 and 3.6.2 of this report and interchange with nearby spacecraft is not
considered in the present discussion. Two suit orientations are considered:
i. Body axis parallel to and facing the earth's surface
2. Body normal to the earth, or "feet to earth."
Two 200 nautical mile circular orbits are considered in this discussion.
are high average flux orbits and are as follows:
Both
i. A "sub-solar" orbit whose plane passes through the sub-solar point
2. A "no-shadow" or near polar orbit which is oriented such that
the orbiting body is always in the sun.
The foregoing orbits and suit orientations are sho_m diagramatically on
Figure B1.
The following analysis of the earth orbit environment of an extra-
vehicular suit is based on the foregoing definitions: and assumptions. For
























convenience of calculations, the complex geometry of a space suit was approxi-
mated by an equivalent cylinder such as was done in Reference ii.
The amount of energy absorbed at any point on the suit in orbit
is the stum of the absorbed solar, earth albedo, and earth emission, i.e.
(i) qabs " _sqs +_eqe +_aqa
(Symbols are defined by Table BI)
Solar flux at a point on the suit is:
(2) qs " s cos@
and the total absorbed solar energy,_Qs, is the sum of heat absorbed on the
side and top or bottom of a cylinder which is used to approximate a suit. For
the cases of "facing the earth," it can be given by:
_-sQ s - 2C_s D S cos_d L d_
_'sQs " _s S DL
For the case of "feet to earth" it is:
D2
(4) _sQs " _s S (DL sin _+ _ cos _)
However, these equations are not valid for all orbit anomalies since the
astronaut will pass into the earth's shadow during a sub-solar orbit. The
angle at which the solar disappears, _c, will be given by:
(5) COS _C = Re
Ret H
For a 200 nautical mile orbit the sun disappears at _c = 109 ° and reappears at
_c" 251°"
The earth-emitted energy absorbed by a point on the suit can be
determined from Reference 12 by:





















the earth's albedo m 0.35
diameter of cylinder • 12.5" • 1.O42'
differential area of a point, ft 2
configuration factor
Altitude above the earth, ft.
length of cylinder - 69" " 5.75'
total energy, BTU/hr
flux, BTU/hr-ft 2 • Q/A
radius
the solar constant I 442 BTU/hr-ft 2
distance right or left of the SES chamber centerline_
distance above or below the SES chamber centerline_







the angle of incidence of the suns rays on a dA on the suit, degrees
or radians.
emittance
the angle of the normal to a dA with the Z-axis of the earth simulator
in the y-z plane
reflectance _ 1 -_ (Note: _ = a • the earth's albedo)
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant _ 0.1714 (IO)'8BTU/hr-ft2-°R4
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TABLE BI (Continued)
the angle of the normal to a dA with the Z-axis of the earth
simulator in the x-z plane
the orbital anomaly, degrees (Note: _ . 0° when the suit is at
the sub-solar point
the angle around the cylinder, degrees (Note:_- 0° at the points
closest to the sun)
Subscripts













the point when the astronaut enters the earth's shadow (umbra)
relevant to the earth
ambient conditions
relevant to the sun
the Space Environnlental Simulator or its solar source
relevant to the shadowed re_ion of the earth simulator
relevant to the total earth simulator
total
relevant to the unshadowed region of the earth simulator
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Assuming a suit infrared absorptivity of 0.88 for earth emitted radiation and
using 0.35 for the earth's albedo yields:
(7) O(eqe " 63.2 Fe_dA BTU/hr -ft2
Fe.d A is evaluated from the data presented in References 12.
The distribution of absorbed earth emitted energy was calculated as a func-
tion of the angle around the assumed cylinder, W , for "facing the earth" and
the results are presented on Figure 22 in paragraph 3.6.2.
The total absorbed emitted earth energy (as opposed to local values
above) can also be computed from the data in References 12 by:
(8) :_eQe " _eDL Fe. t l1 - a) S
4
Since the earth's emission is always present, the total absorbed on the suit
approximated as a cylinder is a function of the suit orientation. For "facing
the earth" it is:
(9) _eQe " 417 BTU/hr
With "feet to earth" it is:
(10) _eQe " 355 BTU/hr
The earth albedo absorbed at a point on the suit was given by
Reference 12 as:
(ii) °_aqa- _a Fa-dA S a
The earth's albedo is normally considered to be 35 percent. However, the
earth does not reflect equal proportions at all wave lengths. Therefore, the
absorptivity of the suit to the albedo isnot the same as the solar absorpti-
vity. Reference 12 gives the following spectral distribution of the earth's
albedo.
Ultra violet: 5(F_ of solar
Visible: 39_ of solar
Infrared: 28% of solar
13h
Using these values and the suit reflectance properties from Reference 3,
the absorptivity of the suit to the earth's albedo was estimated to be O.305.
The value of albedo absorbed by a suit incremental area, therefore, can be
given by:
(12) _ aqa • 47.2 Fa.dA BTU/hr-ft 2
Fa-d_ is a function of both the suit orientation and orbit anomaly. The above
equation was evaluated at the sub-solar point as a function of the angle,_,
around the suit-cylinder with the astronaut "facing the earth". The distribu-
tion of combined absorbed albedo and emitted earth energy is presented on
Figure 23. The total absorbed albedo will be given by:
(13) m<a0_- _a DLFa_t Sa
whereFa-t is a function of the suit orientation and orbit anomaly and is
evaluated in Reference 12.
The total absorbed energy from all three sources (solar,earth emission
and albedo) is then given by:
(14) Qabs at_sQs +_e DLFe.t (1 - a) S + _a DL Fa. t S a
The above equation was evaluated for the orbital conditions considered and the
results are presented on Figure 33 • Using this figure the average total
absorbed energy on an astronaut approxir_ted as a cylinder was determined, and
the results for a 200 nautical mile circular orbit are presented in Table BII.
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TABLE BII
TOTAL ENERGY ABSORBED BY ASTRONAUT
IN A 200 NAUTICAL MILE CIRCULAR ORBIT
(Suit Approximated by a Cylinder)
Condition
Sub-solar Orbit, "Facing the Earth"
Sub-solar Orbit, "Feet to Earth"
No-Shadow Orbit., "Facing the Earth"
No-Shadow Orbit, "Feet to Earth"
Test Orbit (Simulating a Sub-solar
Orbit_ "Facing the Earth"
Absorbed Energy (BTU/hr)
Maxim_n Minimum Average
1470(1) 425( 2 ) 970




(i) Over Earth's Sub-solar Point
(2) On Dark Side of Earth
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Simulation of Earth Radiation
The earth's emitted ener@v and albedo were both simulated
by the dished simulator described in paragraph 3.3.2.2. The simu-
lator's temperature was maintained at a level such that its emittance
simulated the earth's. Also, the simulator was painted so that it
reflects approximately the same solar energy as does the earth.
In order to arrive at flux distributions on the suit from
the earth simulator, a calibration was performed and correlated with
analyses. The analyses were then extended from the calibration
condition to define flux values on the suit under actual test
conditions. The earth simulator analyses, like the true orbit
environment analyses, simplify the suit geometry to that of an
equivalent cylinder. The geometry of the simulator and suit equi-
valent cylinder are shown on Figure B 2_
The total flux from the earth simulator at a point is the
sum of the flux emitted by the shadowed region plus the unshadowed
region and each multiplied by their view factor to the point in question,
i.e.,
(15) qdA_ _cc'T4 _ $ (_-_'T4un_shadT _ QSES)FdA_u_!Ladshad J_dA_shad
Since the view factor to the total simulator is the sum of
the view factors to the shadowed and unshadowed regions, the absorbed
flux at a point on the suit will be given by:
(16) qabs _. (_Simee*T4un_sha d r _ _ QSES)FdA_SimSES_
_( ._Sim _ C-(T4un_sha d _r,4" shadJ _ t_ _sESQsEs)FdA-shad
To evaluate this equation the emittance and reflectance of the earth
simulator, absorptance of the suit to the earth simulator and reflected
solar radiation, and the amount of SES solar radiation incident upon
the earth simulator must be determined.
From reflectance measurements at LTV the normal emittance of the
earth simulator paint was determined as 0.901 ± 0.035. Its hemispherical
emittance is estimated to be 0.865 on the basis of the following relation
from Reference 13.
(17) _ -- 0.96
_normal -
The reflectance to the SES solar was previously determined to be 0.324
in Reference 8 and the average solar flux at the test plane was
288BTU/hr-ft_. However, since the SES solar flux is not perfectly
collimated, the solar flux decreases with distance from the solar ports.







BTU/hr-ft 2. The spectral distribution of the reflected energy will not
be the same as the SES solar. The difference, however, will not be large
and, therefore, the absorptance of the Gemini suit to the reflected solar
was assumed to be the same as to the SES solar (0.497). Since the earth
simulator will be emitting its energ_ in the far infrared, the absorp-
tance of the suit to the emitted earth simulator radiation was assumed
to be 0._.
By substituting the above values and the assumed temperatures
into equation (16) yields, the following relations for simulator energy
absorbed by a point on the suit. For the solar source off:
(l_a) qabs: (_9.5 FdA-Sim_ 5.9 FdA-shad.) B'l_/hr-ft 2
For the solar source on:
(15b) qabs : (142.5 FdA_Sim - 47 FdA.shad .) B'i_/hr-ft2
The view factors to several points on the suit have been calculated by
dividing the earth simulator into a series of planes, computing the view
factor for each section by using the CO_AC II routine described in
Reference 14 and summing the view factors for each section to determine
the total for the earth simulator and the shadowed region. The view
factors to dA's at thirty inches from the earth simulator and facing it
directly are presented by Figure B-3. Since not all points on the
suit will be located 30 inches from the earth simulator and directly
facing it, it will be necessary to determine the dependence of gabs
upon angular orientation and standoff distance from the simulator. This
was done by assuming that the variation with z, _ , or _(see Table B-I
for explanation of symbols) is independent of all other variables, i.e. :
(19) q(x, y, z, f(z) h(:O g(x,


























































These equations were evaluated using equation (l_) with view factors
computed by the CONFAC II routine. The results are presented on Figures
B 4 , B 5 and B 6, respectively.
The flux distributions on the front and back oZ" the Gemini
suit were then evaluated by estimating locations and angles of suit dA's
from photographs taken during the Gemini Bravo experiments. The results
are presented on Figures 20 and 21 (see paragraph 5.62). How-
ever, these figures cannot be compared with the analysis of the true
orbit conditions since that analysis was based on a man approximated as
a cylinder. The flux distribution on a cylinder located at the same
positon as the suit during the tests was then computed _nd the results
are presented in Figures 22 and 23 . The total absorbed 1'lux on
the cylinder was calculated by dividing it into several sections, esti-
mating the average 1'lux on each section, multiplying the average 1"lux
by the area of each, and summing each for the total, i.e.:
(211Qabs= A
The resulting total absorbed energy on the cylinder was 3_0 BTU/Hr. without
the SES solar and 430 BTU/Hr. with the solar source on. The total absorbed
energy on the suit approximated as a cylinder 1"rom the SES solar, earth
simulator emission and re1'lected solar is presented as a function oi" the
simulated orbit anomaly on Figure h2 1"or comparisons with the true
space conditions. The same procedure was used to determine the total
absorbed energy on the _ront oi" the Gemini suit from the earth simulator.
The results were 570 B'I_/Hr. without the sh_ solar and _10 BTU/Hr. with
it.
To determine the accuracy oi" the calculations, a calibration was
conducted using a certi1"ied Eppley calorimeter. Since the calibration was
conducted at an ambient room temperature oi' 77°F and the average earth
simulator temperature was 9U_ with the S_ solar source on, _ne previous
results are not directly applicable. The flux measured by the calorimeter
can be _eterminea, considering ambient conditions by the following equation:
(22) q- f(z) g(A) h(_)[t_(T_im FoA-Sim r P _ses (_C_\-sim
"_'c,a- shad )
Substituting the values oI" C, T, C , Qses and TO yields.
(2_) q : i'(z) g(_) h(Z_) (171 FdA_Sim-S1 FaA_sha d) BTU
h-_-?ft9-
This equation was then evaluated for dA's on a 20 in. diameter cylinder
located 36.5 inches from the earth simulator. The results were then
compared with the calibration data on Figure B 7. The comparison serves







































































































Simulated earth orbit fluxes on a suit approximated as a cylinder
are compared with true orbit fluxes on an astronaut on Figures 22
and 23. These show that reasonable agreement between test flux values
and simulation objectives was obtained although the test fluxes were lower
than the desired values. The total absorbed heat on the suit as a cylinder
in various true orbital conditions are compared with test values as a
function of the orbit anomaly on Figure 22 . It is concluded that the
total test environment during the slmula_ed orbits was representative
of sub-solar orbits and that the steady state heat soak tests were more
severe than a no-shadow orbit.
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I. THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE MEAS[2%EMENTS
A. DIGITAL VOLTMETER SYSTEM (DVM)






• (5) Effects of solar radiation
! The contribution of each of these errors and the total measurement
system accuracy is discussed below:
Copper-Constantan Wire: The accuracy of the copper-
constantan thermocouple _ire,_ used in this test, was specified
by the manufacturer to be + 1.>°F in the range from -75°F to +200°F
and +2% in the range from Ul50°F to -75°F. The thermoelectric
powe_ of copper-constantan wire is 16 microvolts/°F at -150°F, 18
microvolts/°F at -75°F, and 26 mierovolts/°F at +200°F. Thus it
can be seen that the magnitude of the voltage errorSoCOrresponding
to the temperature errors at -150°F, -75°F. and +200 F are +h8
microvolts, +27 microvolts, and +39 microvolts, respectively.
These volta_ errors constitute the contribution of the test
thermocouple wire to the overall error in temperature measurement
over the ranges specified.
Reference Junction Errors: The manufacturer of the
150°F thermo_ (Pace model BRJRI3A-48TP_
utilizes calibrated premium thermocouple wire accurate to +0.2 F
and further specifies that the temperature of the junction--is
maintained at 150°F + 0.25°F. The thermoelectric power of copper-
constantan wire is 2_ microvolts/°F at +150°F. Thus, the total
RMS voltage error of the reference junction is calculated to be:
+ 2 + _ _=2_i/2(5 _._P ) = + 8 microvolts
This voltage error is constant over the entire range of temperatures
measured and constitutes the contribution of the reference junction
I to the overall error in temperature measurement.
Recorder Errors: The manufacturer of the preamplifier
(Cubic model A-85) used in the recording system specifies the
following:
"*_:CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME.D,
- Gain accuracy: +0.O1_ of setting
- Gain stability: -+0.01% of setting
- Linearity (d-c): -+O.01_ of setting
- Noise level: +2 m_crovolts referred to input
- Drift: +2 mic_ovolts per 500 hours of operation
at constant ambient temperature, referred
to input
The manufacturer of the digital voltmeter (Cubic model VR-71P)
states that the accuracy of the voltmeter is +.01_ of reading +i
digit. These figures constitute the contribution of the recording
system to the overall error in the temperature measurement.
Millivolt-Temperature Conversion Errors: The output
of the recording system is a record of the voltage analogue of
temperature. This voltage analogue must then be converted to
temperature by reference to standard NBS voltage-temperature tables.
This phase of the data reduction for this test was accomplished by
an IBM 7094 computer at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at
Houston, Texas. The accuracy capabilities of this computer are
such that the voltage-temperature conversion was accomplished with
no loss of accuracy, as far as a print-out record of each temper-
ature for some voltage reading is concerned.
However, there was some additional loss in accuracy in
the temperature vs. time plots produced by the automatic plotting
system utilizing the computer data. This additional loss in
accuracy was due to the plotting system accuracy of +O.02°F and
the scale resolution of each plot. In this plotting-system, the
scale resolution of each plot is a function of the maximum and min-
imum temperatures appearing on the plot. Thus, in general, each
plot could have a different scale resolution and it is impossible
to state an overall plotting accuracy.
Effects of Solar Radiation: The effect of the simulated
solar radiation on the thermocouples mounted on the exterior surface
of the suit was a possible source of error since the thermocouples
and suit surface material do not have the same thermal response to
radiant energy of solar wavelengths. A discussion of the effects
of solar radiation on thermocouples using similar, but not identical,
mounting methods can be found in Appendix C of reference 5.
The thermocouples mounted on interior surfaces of the
unit are not subject to any error of this type. Therefore, the
accuracy statements in the followin_ paragraphs can be applied
directly to temperature measurements made on the suit interior
surfaces.
Total Measurement System Accuracy: In the previous









the magnitude of some errors was constant while the magnitudes of
others varied over the range of temperature measurement. For
this reason the total measurement systemoaccuracy at three different
temperatures will be calculated (at -150 F, -75°F, and +2OO°F). The
significance of these particular temperatures is that the error
of the test thermocouple wire is specified at these points, and,
as will be shown, the thermocouple wire error is the most significant
error in the measurement system.
Since it is highly improbable that all sources of measure-
ment error would be maximum and of the same effective polarity at
the time of any particular measurement, an RMS summing procedure
will be used.
The total measurement system accuracy at -150°F will be
calculated first. At -150°F, the error due to the thermocouple
wire is +2% of -150°F, or +3°F. The thermoelectric power of copper-
constantan wire at -150°F is 16 microvolts/°F. Thus the voltage
error of the thermocouple wire is +48 microvolts.
The error due to reference junction is +8 microvolts.
The error due to the noise level of the preamplifier
is +2 microvolts.
u
The error due to the drift in the preamplifier is
+2 microvolts.
The errors due to the gain accuracy, gain stability,
and gain linearity of the preamplifier are each specified to be
_+O.01% of the gain setting. Thus, these three errors are a function
of the gain setting and also the input voltage. The gain setting
of the preamplifier was 1OO0. The input voltage at -150°F, as
specified by standard NBS Tables, is -6.O91 millivolts. Thus, the
output error voltage of each of the three errors is:
J(.01%)(i000)(-6.091) = 0.6091 millivolts
}_en this error voltage is adjusted for the gain factor of iO00,
the resulting equivalent error is _O.OOO6 millivolts, or _O.6 micro-
volts, for each error. The RMS sum of these three errors is then:
_(0.62 + 0.62 + 0.62) 1/2 = _1.4 mierovolts
The error due to the digital voltmeter is specified to
be _O.01% of reading _l digit. The digital voltmeter was operated
on the full scale range of 99.99 volts. Thus, the reading on the
voltmeter should be -6.09 volts. This follows from the facts that
the thermocouple output voltage at -150°F is -6.091 millivolts, and
that this voltage was sent through an amplifier with a gain of lOOO.
Thus, the percentage error of +O.O1% of reading results in an error
of +.0006 volts. _en the error is adjusted for the gain factor of
1OOO, the resulting equivalent error is _+0.6 microvolts.
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The +l digit error in the digital voltmeter results in
an indicated error of +O.O1 volts. When this error is adjusted
for the gain factor of iOOO, the resulting equivalent error is iO
microvolts.
The total measurement system voltage accuracy is then
calculated by taking the RMS sum of each of the errors. The resulting
voltage error is:
_(482 + 82 + 22 + 22 + 1.42 + 0.62 + 102) I/2 = _49.8
microvolts
The equivalent error in°F is calculated by:
_49.8 microvolts/16 microvolts/°F = _3.11°F at -150°F.
Observation of the calculation of the accuracy figure
for -150°F reveals that the only significant errors involved are
the errors due to the thermocouple wire, the reference junction,
and the +l digit error in the digital voltmeter. This is due to
the relative magnitudes of the errors and the nature of the RMS
summing procedure. For this reason, only the three significant
errors previously mentioned will be used to calculate the measure-
ment system accuracies at -75°F and +2OO°F
At -75°F, the thermocouple wire has a specified accuracy
of _l-i/2°F. The thermoelectric power at -75°F is 18 microvolts/°F.
Thus the voltage error of the thermocouple wire at this temperature
is _27 microvolts.
The voltage error of the reference junction is +8
m
microvolts.
The voltage error of the digital voltmeter is +i0
microvolts.
The RMS sum of these errors is:
_(272 + 82 + 102) 1/2 = _29.9 microvolts.
The equivalent error in OF is then:
_29.9 microvolts/18 microvolts/°F = +1.66°F at -75°F.
At 200°F_ the thermocouple wire has a specified
accuracy of +l-i/2°F. The thermoelectric power at +200°F is 26
microvolts/°F. Thus the voltage error of the thermocouple wire at




The voltage error of the reference junction is +8
microvolts.
The voltage error of the digital voltmeter is +i0
microvolts.
The RMS sum of these errors is:
_(3_ + 82 + 102) 1/2 = _41.1 microvolts.
The equivalent error in OF is then:
Z41.1 microvolts/26 microvolts/°F = ZI.58°F at +200°F.
In summary then, it can be stated that the total
temperature measurement system RMS accuracies over the specified
ranges are:
_3.11°F from -150°F to -75°F
+1.66°F from -75°F to +200°F
Bo BROWN RECORDER SYSTEM
The temperature measurements recorded on the Brown
recorder were subject to two sources of error: (1) the thermo-
couple wire, and (2) the recorder itself.
The range of the recorder was from O°F to +300°F. How-
ever, no temperatures in excess of +200°F were recorded. The
manufacturers stated accuracy of the thermocouple wire in the range
from O°F to +200°F is +l.5°F. The manufacturers stated accuracy
of the recorder is +.25% of full scale. Thus, the recorder error
is _.75°F.
The RMS sum of these two error sources is:
_l.5°F) 2 + (.75°F)_ I/2 = 1.68°F.
This accuracy figure can be applied to the Brown recorder temper-
ature data in its tabulated form. As with the Digital Voltmeter
data, there will be an additional loss of accurac_ in the plotting
procedure. The plotting system accuracy is _+O.02-F and the scale
resolution of each plot is a function of the maximum and minimum
temperature appearing on each plot. Thus, in general, each plot
could have a different scale resolution and it is impossible to
state an overall accuracy figure for all plots.
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II. SUIT PRESSURE MEASUREMENT ACCURACIES
The suit inlet gas pressure and the pressure drop
across the suit (inlet to outlet) were measured by a system of
pressure sensors described in paragraph 3.4.1. The following error
analysis of these measurements is based on data from the manufacturer
of the sensors and recorders.
The suit inlet pressure and suit pressure drop accuracies
(in percent of full scale) are the same since the sensor accuracies
and method of readout are identical. A root-mean-square sum of the
performance characteristics of the sensors is given and then combined










When the operating temperature is within 20°F of the calibration
temperature (approximately 75°F), the Rg_ sum of the percentage
errors of the sensors is:
± 2 + 2 + 2 + (02 )2]i/2=
+ 0.88_ of full scale
m
The chart recorders provide a total scale reading
resolution and linearity of 0.25_ of full scale. The RMS sum of
the sensor and chart recorder errors is:
[(0.88_)2 + (0.25_)2 _ 1/2 = _.915% of full scale
Full scale reading of the suit inlet pressure measure-
ment is lO psia. Thus, the absolute accuracy of this measurement
is _.092 psia.
Full scale reading of the suit pressure drop measure-
ment is _+0.25 psid. Therefore, the absolute accuracy of this
measurement is _.00229 psid.
III. SUIT GAS FLOW ACCURACY
The Cox model 12 volume flow meter has a manufacturer's
stated accuracy of +1% of indicated flow of air at standard
conditions of 70°F and 14.7 psia. Correction factors must be
applied to the flow meter scale readings since the flow meter was
not operated under standard conditions. The corrections necessary
to compute the ACFM from the indicated flow on the gauge are:
ACFM = (Gauche Reading) (Po/P)l/2 (T/To)l/2
(p/@ )1/2
Where: Po = 14.7 psia
P = operating pressure
d = specific gravity of air = i
= specific gravity of oxygen = i.i0
TO = 530°R
T = temperature of flowing gas in OR
The major errors in the calculation of ACFM are due to
the errors contributed by the flow meter and the mercury manometer
used to measure pressure at the flow meter. The ratio of the
specific gravities of air and oxygen should not contribute any
significant error since the value of these two quantities is known
to a much higher accuracy than the other measurements. Due to the
magnitude of the absolute temperatures involved and the high
absolute accuracy of the Brown Recorder, the relative error con-
tributed by the temperature measurement is considered to be negligible.
Thus, it can be seen that the significant contributions to the
error in the computed value of ACFM sre made by the flow meter and
the mercury manometer.
The flo_eter has a relative error of _1% of indicated
flow. The resolution of the mercury manometer scale is _0.05
inches which is equivalent to 30.O245 psi. Thus, at the nominal
suit pressure of 3.7 psia, the relative error of the mercury mano-
meter is +O.662_
These two errors produce a total RMS error in the
calculation of ACFM of:
_+ [(i_) 2 + (O.662_/2) 2] i/2 = i.O5_ of indicated flow at
3.7 psia.
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Flow measurements m_de at higher suit pressures, such as during suit
relief valve checks, would result in a smaller relative error since the
error of the mercury manometer reading would decrease with an increase
in pressure.
Suit gas flow was also measured by a Hastings-Raydist
HF-5 mass flowmeter. The manufacturer states _2% accuracy and
+_l_ repeatability. The meter scale resolution is _1%.
The RMS sum of these errors is then:
+ [(2_)2 + (1_)2 + (1_)2] 1/2 = 2 .45_
of full scale indication which is 5.0 SCFM. Thus, the absolute
error in the mass flowmeter is + 0.12 SCFM.
IV. SUIT LEAKAGE ACCURACY °
Suit leakage was monitored by means of a Hastings Ray-
dist LF-IO00, 0 to 1OOO SCCMmass flow meter. The manufacturer
states _2% linearity over a pressure range from .O1 psia to 250 psia
and for gas temperatures up to 200°F. Measurement repeatability
is stated as _1%. The meter scale resolution is _1%. TNe RMS sum
of these errors is tlien:
+ + 112:±245 
of full scale indication which is lO00 SCCM. Thus, the absolute









NOTE: Day 13 Test Point 2 and
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NOTE: Day 13 Test Point 23 and
Day 2 3 Test Point 1 were
conducted concurrently.
The suit rotation mechanism
failed at 13:15 during Day
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HOT SOAK CONDITION VISOR INSULATED
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FRONT SIDE HOT SOAK AND 3IMU.L,A'/_D
ORBIT CONDITION
NOTE: Same as i through 3 except
sun visor mock-up installed
an_ gas supplied Lu _ib
through umbilical.
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APPENDIX E
MEASURED PRESSURE ASD GAS FLC_RATE
DATA - GDS_I BRAVO EXPERIMENTS
The tables of this appendix present pressure s suit gas flow
and leakage and thermal dummy heater power measured during the
Gemini Bravo Experiments.
Table E I : Suit Flow System data.
Table E II: Suit gas lemF_ge data.
Table E III: Suit Pressure d_ta for Space Suit Test Series
Gemini Bravo
Table E IV: Thermal _ Heater Power. Note no power
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TABLE EI
SUIT FLOW SYSTEM
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_"[6 5-6 ..... 2_,_7_____76 _._6......2.9_
76 5.6 2.9
76 5.6 ......2 9__






















TE,_T S_IIE,_I GEMINI BRAVO
. 2 240O
0730 3._ 78 5.65 9:9_
0800 3.7 78 5.65 2.91
7_ ......._.'( -_,5 ....5;6_- 2.92 osoo
T)_ .....-_?/- -_- .........T.(f -i.-gi o33o




........... _ _x_ _.
0930 3.T 8_ 5.6 _. 91
Io_ 3._ o_ 5.6 2._i .....


































_ST DAY _). 3 0830 3.7


























TEST Sk_IE_ GEMINI BRAVO
0300 3.7 79.5
0330 3.7 79 5.82 2.91
m_ ,o. _ o_o 3.7 -%-S















. TZST D,_ lO. 5
menza_ soa c_mL_mD TO SCA_(wzmomm GAS)
II1_.1 , 196i m¥lOa
3.67 ..... 2.0 " l
3.67 " " 2.0 2330 3.7













































_ST SW_IES GEMINI BRAVO
DAY am. 7, _A_s _ 17, 1969
i7oo
173o
_'_'_ _i _' I ___]I
.__,7_.._A 5.7 L___9_....il........
3.7 81 75.7 ] 2.93
.................. .......... o. ..........
_m.,_._nn_lo. 2 (_,_.. o_).........
3.'(_..... _81__p,6 ........ 9:9_}..............





(I) _t 50 SOON at 3.7 PSIA
T_: 0932, _ _ 1965
RmeLrksl Prior to s_rt of Day I, Test Point 1
(2) _: 50 sccl4 at 3.7 PS_
Tim, o7o5, 5 _ 1965
Remarks" At en_ of Da7 2, Test Point 1
(3) LeeXseo: 50 SCCM at 3.7 PSIA
T_e, i_3, 6 m7 1965
Renarks, Prior _o st_-t of D87 _, Test Polnt I
_: 50 SCCI( at 3.7 I_IA
Tim, 0_, ? llsy1965
Reusrks: At end. of Ds_ 4
(5) Le_: 50 SCCX at 3.75 _SIA
Tim: 0_I0, 11 )t_ 1965
l_m_']r_" At e_ of Day 5
(6) LeakAse: 50 SCCM at 3.65 PSIA
T_e: 0050, 13 _ 1965
Renazk8: At en_ of De_y 6
(7) Leaks@e: 240 8CCM at 3.7 _SIG
TAm: 1345, 17 May 1965
Remarks: Prior to chamber _ @ram before De_V 7
340
TABLE EIII
PRES_JiZE D/_A FOR SPACE SUIT TEST SERIES G]_[IBI BRAVO
Suit - In Suit - Drop
(PSIA) {PSID)
Day 1 - Test Point i
Max. 4.30 .0930
Nora. 4.22 . o912
m n. i,. 20 . o875
Day I - Teet Point 2 and
Day 2 - Test Point i
_,. 15 .0925




Day 2 - Test Point 2
Max. 1¢. 19 . O9M3
Nora. 1¢. 08 .0940
M_tn. }'. 07 . o,_7
Day 2 - Test Point 3
Max. _.. 19 . O950
Nora. _*.o7 . o935
M.ln. 4.06 .092..0








DaY 3 - Test Point 2
_.O9 .0975
















Day _ - Test Point i










Suit - Out Pressure (PSIA)
Test
Point Max. Nom. Min.
1 3.96 3.88 3.78
2 3.98 3.9_ 3.94




Point Max. Nom. MAn.
i 3.8_ 3.82 3.78
2 3.78 3.77 3.77
3 3.77 3.77 3.77
3.77 3.76 3.75
5 3.73 3.72 3.72























Day 7 - Test Point 1
Day 7 - Teit Point 2
Day 7 - Teit Point 3



















TEST S_IES GEMI[_I BRAVO
Test Day l , Test Point 2 %h1_%_h Test
2, Te|t _ I Date: _ & _ 5, 1965
...............................
' ...... I_'J[ .%,_ 65 ...........
































































































TEgT S.%__._:.;I BIb, VO







I.I _.6 o.7 o.7
1.3: Z,e 0;8 0.8
L. 0 ...... 0 _1.3 1.3
....0 .... 0 i 1,,_ , z.2
_9_LO_ _ O o ..... 1 ].







--0_30., ._0_ ..... O_
_.__ ._O ...... 0 ..
o o
oj3o o o
_0_.__ . o 8_
op.r,o....o _












t 1. L8 1.8
z z z.8 z.8!
1 1 1.8 1.8
--D-
'Z_I'1' POll? lO.
1 ! Z 1.8 1.8
1 1 1.8 1.8
]. _1 1.8 1.8
I
1_ I- 1 , 1,8 1.8


















































o.9! 2 2 1..9 _,_
1.1 2._ 2._ z.3 1_.o
0.9 2 Z 1.8 _13.3
o.8 _ e z.8 z_,_
0.8 _ 2 z.8 13.2
0.8 2 _ 1.8 13.2__
0.8 2 2 1.8 1.3.2
0.8 2 2 ]..8 13._
o.8 _, i =_.... z.8 _._.
0.8 2 2 1.8 25.2
o 2 2 2.2 _23.o
o ,_ 2 1.8 2z.g
o .... z .__ ....__1,_0
O _ ;z 1,_8 ._;z3,_q
0 2 2 1.8 23.0
o z z z.? 2_:9
0 2 2 2.7 .2_9
o 2 ;Z 2.7 .2_;_
o z z z.7 _._
0 2 2 2.T 2k.6
o z 2 2.7 2_._
0 2 2 2.7 2k._
































_1.__ 6.z z2, ].,9
-_5_ _6.1 12.5 1.?
-;gg)5 ..... 6,0. 12.5 :!..7
.... 6.0 _1,?,,5 1,6
T!_BLI:; iilV (Cont'd)
#
Test Day It , Test Point
Dat_.: Ns_ 6, 11965
...... _., ,_, L ]







, |. _.;.U: ;_.0 4.u
....... I
It.O _.o _.o





1.7 i 2.¢ 2.C















































_.0 ._.5 0.8 o.8 i 11.P 11._
_ ;.o _.; o 11._ 11.3
_m._o _.oi:_.it o o.61 11.p 11._




















































TEST S_'WI_A_s _EM/NI P.F,A VO
Test Day _ , Test Point 1






4.0 1_._. 0 0
3.9 _.4 0 0
3.9 12._. 0 0
3.9 12.4 0 0

























z.o z.l o 2.0 2.0 z._ as._
z.o z.z o 2.0 2.o z.& a_.3
z.o z.z o _.o _.z z._ =6/;
0.9 1.1 0 _.0 2.1 1.h _5.3
o._ z.z o _.o _.z z._ _51f





235o 3.8 _._ 0.6










o_io 3.6 z2.7 0.9




























13 _. %# v
L3 o o
, Test Point 2






























































2,0 2.2 j.6 25.9
0_3o 3.8 2.7 z.o z.3 o
i
i
0 0 0 2.0 2.2 3.0 zs.o-
349
_60io-- z_..... zlz -0 L8 z.5
z_.5 6.5 zo o o o o
_3o 6.5 8 o o _ o o
_32o 6.5 _' o o o o
_330 6.5 7 o
_35o 6.5 6.5 o.7
oo15 6.5 15 1.o
___.6.__.z_....o 1.5! x.5
9035 12 x5 z.5 o : 2.o
oloo z_ 15 1.5 o _.o
mi_ _ 18 2.o o 2.5
_o_5 _ 18 _.5 z._ s.5







0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





_.31 _.0 0 _.7
o _ o .... 0..... k6.5._
1.o_ 1.1 0.6 x7:2
o.71 o.7 0.6 z5.5
.... I
0 O.Tl o.']' o tlt.9
o o _ o o 13.7
1.0 1.01 1.0 1.2 _0.7
1.5 z.61 1.6 2.0 3_._
2.0 1.52.01 2.0 _-5 _.5
I I ....._.o o i 2.ol 2.0 2.5 53.0
I .....
2.0 0 ! 2.01 2.0 _.5 57.0
2.0 1.5i 2.01 2.0 a.O 6o.o
I .......






TEST SE[',IES OE_tINI BRAVO
Test Day _ , Test Point 3 (CelZt;i_)
Date :
TIUZRI._\L DT'" '[E£;,T_{ PO'..;_
(w ml.










TKF_IL D__A V PO'._"_
TEST S_IES GEMINI BEAVO
















18 _P P.P 3.9
_ _2,0_ _-_ __;
1_ 3o 5.0 3 5
a_oi _s _o _._t _._
OO30 _.5 _o p.k, 3.P



























TABLE EIV (Cont' d)
T;_dI_L DU_,_-IY ']_ATER POWER
TEST SE__I_';I _P_,VO
Test Day 7 , Test Point I _
Date:
.r
1756 _ _T 8,_ 8,2 _ _ 5.0 _.o 6.0
_ 39..6.7 8.2 8.2. _ __ _.o 5.0 6.0
39.. 3:._6.8,2 _8.2 ]._ ]._ _.o









2.0 L].I.. _ _
354
